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•Women's History Fortnight

Queen Latifah brings crowd together

By Michelle A. Redikey
and Elizabeth Satterfield
Staff Writers

The Queen of Rap was half an
hour late, but it didn't matter. The
fans in Hutchins Concert Hall were
singing, dancing, clapping and
chanting before Queen Latifah
even arrived at the Maine Center
for the Arts last night.
When Queen Latifah finally
appeared on the stage, the crowd

pie throughout the year.
She verbally attacked drug dealers by saying, "If there are any
drug dealers here, I'd like to ask
you to kindly, get the fuck out!"
Then she got the audience to follow her, repeatedly screaming,
"Get the fuck out!"
She apologized to the children
in the audience for the use of profanity, but said they were aware of
the drug problems as well.
Latifah's performance was a
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•Economy

Summer
jobs tight
for students
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer

The search is on for summer
employment and many University
of Maine students are discovering
it's no day at the beach.
Cathy Marquez,coordinator of
the part-time and summer employment program in Wingate Hall,
said the recession has tightened
the summerjob market for college
students, but that the market is
beginning to open up.
Marquez said three summers
ago there was a labor shortage and
was hip-hopping and ready to go. mixture of hip-hop, reggae and
many businesses were hiring ckil"Hip hop is everywhere, even in funk. Her music was filled with
lege students. However, she said,
northern Maine," Latifah yelled messages for the audience about
when the recession hit, summer
after greeting the crowd with "La- the treatment of women, relationemployment opportunities and
dies First," a song from her first ships and drug dealing.
high wages became scarce.
album, All Hail the Queen..
Latifah's interaction with the
"Last year was a real shock to
"I thought Maine was all snow audience motivated her fans to
students, but many have accepted
and water buffalo," she said.
rock the MCA like never before.
it now. It's a fact of life," she said.
Queen Latifah, who was fea- She kept the crowd in motion for
Although the numbers are not
tured in movies like Jungle Fever 45 minutes despite the fact, acexpected to reach the heights they
and Juice,and appeared on the tele- cording to Cheryl Daly, Assiswere at before the recession, Marvision show. The Fresh Prince of tant Dean for Multicultural Afquez said the number of summer
BelAir, thanked the crowd, yelling, fairs, that she felt ill. Ushers had
jobs the part-time and summer
"I'm having a hell of a good timer" to pull people down from the tops Rap star Queen Latifah performs Thursday night at the MCA.
employment program will list this
(Kieso
w
photo.)
Queen Latifah alsoexpressed her of chairs and keep control over
year is expected to surpass last
support for Women's History Fort- the audience.
length of the program but said,"I "It was good. I danced a lot."
year's.
night and said, "Don't forget what
"The performance was lively didn't think there were that many
Queen Latifah was sponsored
She said by last May, the prowomen have done just because the but too short. I don't think she people who were into hip-hop.
"
by the Women's Center, the Cen- gram had listed 221 jobs, and has
month is over in a few days."
expected the crowd reaction she
"Latifah was phenomenal. It ter for Multicultural Affairs, the 190 listed already this year.
She compared it to Black His- received,she was surprised. It was meant a lot for the students for
her African-American Student AssoMarquez said more students are
tory Month, and although these good for the school," UMaine stu- to come here," student Elix
Brown ciation, Student Government and beginning to take advantage of the
celebrations only last a month,she dent Sal Mena said.
said.
Residents On Campus along with services the program provides.
stressed the importance of conStudent Warren Bennett echTen -year old RobertFrancisfrom several other campus groups, deThese services include listing
tinuing the celebration of all peo- oed the disappointment about the Indian Island said ofthe performa
nce, partments and organizations
job opportunities both locally and
nationally by major and career
•Hard times
field, providing background information on jobs,researching particular geographic areas and providing personal help with resumes
and job search strategies.
By Shannon Judd
Maine Center for the Arts with the 10,000 copies printed.
"We've tried to be more creStaff Writer
Bruce Cockburn, a political enviCarlson said he wanted to start ative to counteract the recession,"
ronmental activist,and Leo Kotke, some sort of newspaper exchang
e Marquez said.
The Editor in Chief went out considered the best guitarist
of his with surrounding areas to expose
She said there are many jobs
on a limb with the latest issue of age. Carlson said. Admission
will people to what is going on outside out there for college students,
but
Hubris.
be charged, but Carlson does not of Orono, as well as to allow
what the quality level and the number of
David Carlson took over the know yet how much it will be.
is going on at the University of high-paying jobs have declined.
head position at the Off-Campus
Carlson said the latest issue of Maine to be seen by the rest of the
A majority ofthejobs available
Board's newspaper at the end of Hubris cost around $1,700
to pro- state and surrounding areas.
pay
minimum wage or just above,
last semester and changed a lot of duce. This year's first
issue cost
Carlson said the funding of the she said, but there are a few requirthings about the paper.
approximately $1,000 and had 20 third issue and whether or not there
ing specific skills that pay better.
"We started the third issue with pages and 10,000 copies.
The sec- will be another issue before the
Because of the low pay in most
no money," Carlson said. "There ond copy cost $700 and
had 24 end of the semester is contingent summer jobs, Marquez said many
was no money left over from the pages and 5,000 copies. The
latest on what the benefit concert can students may need to work two
last issue of Hubris to put towards issue had 44 pages and 10,000
cop- bring in.
part-time jobs this summer.
this issue."
ies, which is why it cost more to
"We are ready for another issue
She said the success of UMaine
Chris Smeriglio, president of produce, Carlson said.
before the end of the semester, but students in the job market will deOCB,said 003 and Carlson have
He said he drove as far south as with no money it depends on pro- pend greatly
on how soon they
things worked out and the latest Brown University in Rhode
Island ceeds from the concert," Carlson start searching and how persisten
t
issue (the third) will be paid for and as far north as UMaine
Fort said.
and creative they are in their purthrough fundraising. OCB has not Kent to deliver Hubris and
distribOCB did not pre-approve the suit of jobs.
received the bills for the latest is- ute copies along the
way. He said production of the third issue of
"You can't solve the problem
there were only 1,000 copies split Hubris, which caused some
Hubris editor David Carlson sue yet.
conby
avoiding
it," she said.
The fundraising will include a between Rhode Island, Massach
outside Memorial Union.
u- flict. Other conflicts were because
One
of
the
biggest differences
benefit concert on April 24 at the setts and New Hampshire
(Boyd photo.)
out of
Sec HUBRIS on page 15
Sec JOBS on page 14

"Latifah was phenomenal. It meant a lot
for the students for her to come here."
—student Elia Brown

Hubris editor raising funds to pay bills
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• Investigation of millions of dollars begins in Russia

WorldBriefs

• Decision made to keep Michelangelo's loincloths
• UN pushes Iraq to destroy all nuclear weapons facilities

•Investigation

•Michelangelo

Russian prosecutor asks Gorbachev
not to leave the country

Art critics welcome Vatican
restorers' decision

MOSCOW(AP)— A Russian prosecutor trying to trace millions of dollars once
ROME(AP)— Loincloths painted on nudes to soothe 16th-century sensibilities
controlled by the Communist Party has requested an interview with Mikhail S.
will be retained to suit a 20th-century sense of history, restorers of Michelangelo's
Gorbachev, news agencies reported Wednesday.
"Last Judgment" say.
The prosecutor asked that Gorbachev remain in Moscow and available for questioning
Italian art critics on Wednesday welcomed the decision by Vatican restorers to keep the
during the first 10 days of April, the Interfax news agency said. The ITAR-Tass news loincloths in Michelangelo's 16th century Sistine Chapel.
agency carried a similar report.
Fabrizio Mancinelli, who has directed the Vatican team restoring the Michelangelo
The Communist Party is suspected of funneling hundreds of millions of dollars frescoes since the project's beginning in 1980,announced earlier this week that restorers would
overseas, mainly to other Communist parties, over the past decade. The party received not remove da Volterra's loincloths.
substantial support from the state treasury.
Asked whether Pope John Paul II had expressed a preference, Mancinelli said that
Gorbachev, the former Soviet president, led the Soviet Communist Party until it was while the pontiff has been very interested in the project,they had never discussed the issue
suspended and later banned in Russia after the failed August coup.
of the loincloths.
Citing well-informed sources, Interfax said Gorbachev had received an official notice
The leading Milan newspaper Corriere della Sera said it polled critics and found them in
from the prosecutor. There was no comment from the prosecutor's office Wednesday.
agreement with the Vatican's decision to keep some loincloths.
A spokesman for Gorbachev, Vladimir Tumarkin,said the former president had spoken
One of them, Renato Barilli, told Corriere that even Michelangelo later expressed doubts
with the prosecutor, but he knew nothing about a request.
about the character of his nudes.
.
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•Post Gulf War

WorldDigest

Iraq ordered to destroy
nuclear facilities
VIENNA, Austria (Al') — The U.N. nuclear
agency ordered Iraq on Wednesday to demolish the
core ofa vast industrial complex that played a key role
in Saddam Hussein's attempt to produce atomic weapons.
A U.N.team in Iraq began wrecking missile manufacturing equipment that Baghdad had prevented a previous group
from eliminating.
The order was the latest step by the United Nations to get
tough with Baghdad and insist it meet the terms of the Gulf
,War cease-fire by destroying chemical weapons, longrange missiles and nuclear facilities.
The U.N. missile team went to Baghdad on Saturday after
Iraq gave into warnings from the U.N. Security Council and
dropped its attempt to block destruction ofthe missile equipment.

3

•True love

2,000 answer personal ad
-•
BEIJING(AP)— Twothousand women answered
Liu Naicheng's personal ad, and others went to his
hotel room. But at least one was disappointed to find
his best feature was his U.S. passport.
Shanghai's Liberation Daily reported Tuesday that the ad in
the newspaper read: "Young businessman from New York,
U.S.A., unmarried, holder of master's degree, handsome and
rich,sincerely solicits a girlfriend under the age of25,beautiful
and honest. Friendship first, marriage later."
A kindergarten teacher who responded wrote to the Shanghai newspaper complaining that the man wasn't young or
handsome.

4

•Missing person
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•Funeral

Remains found may be Marcos plans to bury
American journalist
husband in Philippines

GUATEMALA CITY(AP)— Remains that may
belong to an American journalist and an amateur
photographer who disappeared in Guatemala seven
years ago were sent Wednesday to the United States for
identification.
•Pan Am Flight 103
Guatemalan and U.S. officials have insisted the two men
were likely killed by guerrillas. Relatives of one of the men
said witnesses told them thetwo were killed by membersofthe
Guatemalan army's civilian patrols.
THE HAGUE,Netherlands(AP)— Libya accused
Nicholas Blake, 27, of Philadelphia, Pa., and Griffen
the United States and Britain Thursday of blackmail as Davis,a 38-year-old photographer from Scranton, Pa., disapit sought World Court protection from Western attempts peared in March 1985 while trying to contact leftist guerrillas
to force the surrender oftwo suspects in the bombing ofPan Am in a remote mountain region of western Guatemela.
Flight 103.
The remains consist mostly of tiny bone fragments mixed
Libyan representative Mohamed Al Faitouri told the 16- with soil and weeds, according to Sam Blake.
member judicial arm of the United Nations that Libya sees no
Fortwo years after their disappearancx,Guatemalan and U.S.
reason to give in to Western pressure to surrenderthe two Libyans. officials insisted the two men were likely killed by the guerrillas.
Al Faitouri said Libya denies any responsibility in what he
In 1987, a schoolteacher came forward and led a team of
termed "the horrible crime"and was"by no meansconvinced" investigators to a site where the two men were said to have
that the two Libyans are guilty of the 1988 attack over been shot.
Lockerbie, Scotland, that killed 270 people.
No trace of Blake or Davis was found until recently, when
He accused Washington and London ofengaging in—illegal a local military official, Felipe Alva,came forward and said the
and arbitrary blackmail" and ofa double standard toward justice. bodies had been moved and burned to conceal the evidence.

US accused of blackmail

A
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MANILA, Philippines (AP) — Imelda Marcos
said Wednesday she plans to bring her husband's body
home for burial on April 21.
The funeral planned for President Ferdinand Marcos in his
home province of llocos Norte is expected to stir strong
emotions among his supporters less than three weeks before
national elections in which his widow is one of eight candidates for president.
There was no immediate comment from President Coraion Aquino.Last month,she said the Marcosfamily must first
discuss burial arrangements before final permission for the
funeral can be granted.
Mrs. Aquino had banned the body from the Philippines,
claiming national security concerns.She relented in October on
condition that the remains be buried in Marcos' home.
Mrs. Marcos said she decided on the date for a "temporary" burial after consulting religious and political leaders
in her husband's northern stronghold. She said she hopes
eventually to bury her husband in the Manila area in
accordance with his "dying wish."
The funeral of the longest-serving Filipino president is
expected to draw huge,emotional crowds among Marcos'6
million fellow llocano speakers.
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•Lecture

Kids and teaching them about sex subject of'Sex Today'
By Shannon Judd

Staff Writer
Teaching kids about the birds and the
bees was the topic of the latest"Sex Today"
lecture at the Memorial Union Wednesday,
but the talk had adults buzzing.
Sandy Caron,assistant professor offamily relations and Melissa Berends, graduate
student in human development, were the
speakers at the lecture. They showed two
videos dealing with the topic of discussing
sex with children.
Berends said a Swedish study asked
young children to draw where they
thought babies came from. Most of the
children drew both mothers and fathers
in the pictures.
She said the same study done with children in the United States resulted in almost
no fathers in the pictures.
Berends said she bases her research and
study on the involvement of the father in the
birth process.
Caron said in pursuing this idea. Berends
had gone into schools and asked to speak to
children at the approximate age of 7 about
sex . The most common reply by the school

was no, even though most parents say they
support sex education.
Caron said the problem with sex education is that it just covers "plumbing." She
said the education concerns the physical
parts of sex and not all the aspects of it,
leaving ideas parents need to discuss with
their children.
She said parents have three fears when
the time comes to have "the talk." The
first is being afraid of putting ideas into
the child's head.Caron said children whose
parents talk with them about sex are more
likely to delay intercourse and use birth
control once they are involved in a relationship.
The second fear Caron discussed is being afraid of not knowing enough about sex
to talk about it. She suggested self-education as the best way to overcome this because many parents today didn't have "the
talk" with their parents, so they have no role
models to go by.
Books Caron suggested to help parents
educate themselves were Raising Sexually
Healthy Children by Lynn Leight, Talking
to Your Child About Sex by Mary Calderone
and Jim Ramey and Did the Sun Shine

Before You Were Born? by Sol and Judith
Gordon.
Caron read from the Gordon book the
phrase, "Parents are the sex educators of
their children, whether they do it badly or
not." She then asked "Are you an askable
parent?"
To answer many ofthe questions brought
up in the lecture, Caron played two videos.
The first was a clip from the HBO series
"Dream On" where a father is trying to talk
to his son about sex. The other video was"A
Family Talks About Sex," which deals with
several key issues including masturbation,
the question 'Am I normal?' and other topics that come up when talking about sex with
children.
Caron said there are lots of resources out
there today, and parents are playing a more
and more important role on the list of children's sex education resources. Caron said
most children are not satisfied with their
parents' response to "Where did I come
from?" and it is up to parents to use children's questions as a teachable moment.
"Why don't dolls have genitals? Can you
imagine giving your child a doll with no
eyes?" Caron said.

Dr. Sandra Caron at Wednesday's lecture on how to speak to children
about sex.(Sampson photo.)
Caron handed out lists of resources parents could use to help talk with their children,and said the video may not be the only
thing to use, but it provides something to get
parents thinking about the issues.
"We can only give our children two
things: roots and wings," she said.

•Drug legalization

Amsterdam's drug policy no longer critic'
By Jerome Socolovsky
Associated Press Writer
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands (AP) —
Amsterdam's permissive drug policies,criticized since the 1960s by authorities across
Europe, are now beginning to gain supporters among some former detractors.
Rising addiction, the AIDS epidemic
and drug-related crime have prompted authorities in several German and Swiss cities
to conclude that there is little sense in prosecuting drug abusers.
A group of 17 cities and regions in Germany, Italy, Greece, Portugal, Switzerland
and the Netherlands recently joined forces
to press the European Community to liberalize drug laws.
"We have seen that repressive drug policies have failed," said Horst Bossong,drug
policy coordinator for Hamburg, Germany.
German cities had long been Amsterdam's
harshest critics, accusing the Dutch capital of
undermining European drug enforcement efforts with its laissez faire approach.

The German government,as well as Spain,
Italy and other European governments, have
tough laws on drug use and trafficking.
"It is a form of capitulation if you legalize taking drugs," said German Health M nistry spokeswoman Annelies Ilona Klug.
The German government no longer opposes the private use of marijuana, hashish
or heroin if regional authorities don't object, Klug said.
The German policy shift comes at a
time of tougher anti-drug policies in the
United States, where spending on antidrug programs has nearly doubled since
1989 to $12.7 billion.
Amsterdam has long been a magnet for
drug abusers, with police turning a blind eye
to heroin and cocaine for personal use. Around
the Netherlands, marijuana and hashish are
sold openly in hundreds of coffee shops.
Amsterdam is the only European city
where narcotics addiction appears to be falling. The number of addicts has declined to
6,200 from 7,000 five years ago, according
to city officials.
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but supported

Amsterdam's so-called "harm reduction" program entitles addicts to free daily
doses of methadone, a cheap heroin substitute that is equally addictive.
Amsterdam police and health workers
say their program counters drug-related
crime, and prevents the spread of Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome through syringe-exchange programs.
In Hamburg and Frankfurt, methadone
is available in city clinics and through local
physicians. The cities have also adopted
Amsterdam's policy toward the so-called
"soft drugs," tolerating hashish and marijuana use.
In the Swiss city of Basel, addicts can
drop into city-run "street rooms" where
they can take any drugs they bring with them
and get clean needles.
About 500 people are treated in Basel's
decade-old methadone program, which city
officials credit with keeping overdose deaths
at 20 per year from all illicit drugs.
Frankfurt started its methadone program
last year after its addict population reached

8,000, up from 6,000 five years ago.
Addicts roamed the city's international
banking district, where muggings were commonplace and addicts could be seen injecting drugs and lying dazed from overdoses.
".You couldn't go into this area on any
given day without seeing somebody dying," said the city's drug policy coordinator, Werner Schneider.
Addicts have been dispersed to several
methadone clinics around Frankfurt.Schneider said it is too early to tell if the methadone
program is effective.
Frankfurt and Hamburg now want to go
a step further and distribute heroin to hardened addicts who don't respond to methadone. Bossong, the Hamburg drug office
chief, isn't optimistic about the chances.
Frankfurt, Hamburg, Zurich, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Arnhem, the Athens suburb of Kallithea, and the northern Italian
province of Teramo last year signed the
Frankfurt Charter, which calls for "decriminalization and de-penalization" of drug
use and users.

Spring Cleaning
Sale on
Selected CD's
The Doc's selected CD
sale is on again!
Wednesday through
Sunday — $3.99
or 3 for $10.00

Dr. Records
20 Main St
Orono

866-7874
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•Health

Fitness Center helps students get in shape,let out stre

ss

By Randy Robinson

dents are willing to wait. Derrig, a senio
r
Volunteer Writer
broadcasting major who works in the Fitness Center, said when a few of the more
Kevin Higgins, a graduate student in
"aggressive" people want to use the Stair
geology from Levittown, New York, has
a master, they sometimes get into fights
.
lot on his mind these days. With classes,
"And of course, it's the attendant that
teaching and trying to finish a thesis, some
- gets yelled at," he said.
times he wants to "forget about reality"
for
Alix Richardson is a regular user of the
awhile.
Stairmaster.The senior health and fitness major
When he does, he heads to the Fitness
said she works out every day on the StairmasCenter in the Memorial Gym to lift weights
ter,in addition to using the Nautilus machi
nes.
or,in warm weather,to the bike paths. He also
Richardson said she enjoys the "social"
swims in the Wallace Pool occasionally.
aspect of working out in the Fitness Cente
r,
First-year nursing student Jody Diou of
despite the sometimes fierce competition
Cape Elizabeth goes to aerobics class three
for space.
times a week. She also uses the Fitness
That competition for space, which DwCenter's Stairmaster.toning equipment,and
yer said affects both indoor and outdoor
stationary bike in order to lose weight and
facilities, is one reason Rec Sports would
get in shape.
like to expand the facilities.
Recreational Spo,rts director David Ames
Rec Sports would also like to separate
said approximately 50 percent of UMai
ne Fitness Center equipment into two room
s,
students participate in recreational activi
- one with weightlifting equipment, the other
ties offered here.
with cardiovascular machines.
Assistant director Thad Dwyer said Rec
That way, aerobic exercisers won't be
Sports tries to offer enough activities so all
intimidated by the more muscular powe
r
students and their families can participate in
lifters and bodybuilders.
some way. That includes international stuFor that to happen, Dwyer said, the students, Dwyer said.
dent fee would have to be increased from its
Dwyer said recreational activities have
current $8 per semester.
become more popular in recent years. HowAnother problem is students from other
ever, with this increased popularity come
s colleges, such as HusSOn, using facilities
problems.
which do not require student I.D. cards.
One problem mentioned by both adminDwyer said Rec Sports would like someday
istrators and students is overcrowding.
to monitor entry into the facilities.
Higgins said he usually lifts weights in
Fitness Center Hours are 6:15 a.m. to 10
the morning to avoid the afternoon crowds:
p.m.Monday and Wednesday,7a.m.-10 p.m.
Diou said she sometimes waits a long time
Tuesday and Thursday,6:15a.m.-8p.m. Frito use the Stairmaster.
day. 10a.m.-7p.m. Saturday and 10a.m.UMaine students working out at the
According M Jason Derrig, not all stuFitness Center in Memorial Gymr
9p.m. Sunday.
(Lowell photo.)

•Women's Health

Breast cancer drug also helps strengthen wo

By Daniel Q. Haney
AP Science Writer

BOSTON (AP) — A drug intended to
keep women from getting breast cancer
a
second time is already shown to lower cholesterol levels, and now appears to have anotherimportant benefit: It keeps bones strong.
A study of 140 women,published Thursday, found that those who took tamoxifen
got stronger bones. All of the women were
past menopause,when bones typically grow
brittle, raising the risk of fractures.
The drug blocks the body's use of estro-

gen and has been widely used since the
had about a 12 percent drop in their total
1970s to prevent recurrence of cancer or the
cholesterol levels. Their LDL.the so-called
developmentof new cancer. It is often given
bad cholesterol, fell 20 percent.
for five to 10 years.
In a report in Thursday's New England
Tamoxifen is made by ICI Phamia,which Journ
al of Medicine, Love and colleagues
paid for the study along with the American
showed that when women took the medicine
Cancer Society and the National Cance
r after breast cancer, the strength of
their
Institute.
bones increased by about half of 1 percent
a
Last year, Dr. Richard R. Love of the
year. In an untreated comparison group
,
University of Wisconsin published a study
bone density fell by 1 percent a year.
showing the drug could reduce heart disease
"Tamoxifen ought to be associated with
25 percent to 30 percent by dramatically
a reduction of fracture risk of about
30
lowering cholesterol levels.
percent over two to five years," Love
said.
That study said women taking the drug
The major drawback oftamoxifen is side

15 units available for next Se
ptember

two-bedrooms
flT)CfltS o bedmoffis $350/month

effects similar to menopause. Women often
experience hot flashes, a racing pulse and
sweaty palms.
In an editorial, Dr. Nancy E.Davidson of
Johns Hopkins Oncology Center in Baltimore said the new finding "is certainly good
'
news for the many postmenopausal women
who are receiving tamoxifen therapy."
A major study is planned that will examine whether tamoxifen should be prescribed
for healthy women who are at high risk of
breast cancer because close relatives have
had it, because they have had benign breast
lumps removed or because they are childless

50-70% OFF EVERY DAY
on Name Brand Footwear, Equi
pment, Apparel,
Closeouts, Discontinued Items, Sale
sman's Samples
iriffirmaite9

.6

Includes- Heat, Hot Water, Stove, Refrigerat
or, Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal, Stickered Parking, Some
Pets Allowed
15 minute walk to campus

$5 off the sale price of
any pair of athletic shoes

Now Accepting Deposits- Stillwater Village866-2658

Are you styled for success?

men's bones

expires 4-15-92
L
I—

GOLDSMITH'S

"Sporting Good
Outlet Store
10 N. Main St. • Old Town
10-5 Mon-Fri, 10-2 Sat

990 Pizza!

Styles for Success is a hairstyling salon designed to
cater to the University of
Maine student Having the most reasonable rates in
the area and being within walking
distance to campus makes Styles for Success the only
choice for UMame students

-I
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It's so simple! From now until April
15, buy any small pizza from the Pizz
a
Oven and use this coupon to get
another for only 994t!"

Sty/es
or Success

Pizza Oven

11 years of experience in perms, cuts and colors.
Orono •866-7888

154 Park Street, Orono 866-5
505

L

• of equal Or lesser value •• three topping

limit; one coupon per customer
per order
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•Leadership series

Workshop teaches students not to get out ofthe way, but lead

By Mike McLaughlin

"If somebody feels left out they retreat
more and more," she said.
Leach said the workshops recognize evThe first offour workshops in the "Learn eryone has leadershi
p skills and create an
Today, Lead Tomorrow" workshop series environment for
students to use and imwas held Wednesday in the Damn Yankee. prove those
skills.
Rae Clark-McGrath, human developStudents learn effective leadership charment specialist, and Roger Leach, commu- acteristics, he
said, by looking at their exnity development specialist, facilitated the pectations of others
and themselves.
workshop.
"Leadership skills make democracy work
Clark-McGrath and Leach travel and help people participate,"
Leach said.
throughout Maine presenting the workHe said the objectives of the workshop
shops at businesses, high schools and col- series will be accomplished
through discusleges. This is the first time they have sions and group exercises.
Staff Writer

The workshops recognize everyones has
leadership skills and create an environment for
students to use and improve their skills.
Rae Clark-McGrath speaks to students at a leadership worksho
p. (Tirrell
photo.)
presented it at the University of Maine.
Clark-McGrath said the series helps students improve their leadership skills in
student organizations,classes, the job market, their future careers and their everyday
lives.
"Just by the fact that students are coming to the University of Maine to get an
education, they are becoming leaders,"
she said.
She said the workshops provide a comfortable, informal setting in which students
can take risks, get to know one another.
share values, develop a common vision and
get involved.

At Wednesday's workshop, "Goal Setting: Dream the Impossible Dream,"students
formed two groups and determined what they
felt are the most important leadership characteristics and goals to an organization.
They concluded that open communication, efficient use of resources, clearly defined goals,accuracy, mutual respect, motivation and fun are among the most important characteristics.
"In order to be successful, an organization should have that quality of being pleasurable,those three letters FUN,"senior Jim
Moorhead said.
Most of the students who attended the

workshop said it was beneficial and they
were interested in coming back to the remaining workshops in the series.
"I enjoyed it because it gave me a
chance to work on communication skills
and express goals," sophomore Herrick
Haenisch said.
The next workshop in the "Learn Today, Lead Tomorrow" series will be held
April 1 and will focus on leadership. The

third workshop will be April 8 and will
focus on team building.
The final workshop in the series will
be held April 15 and motivation and recognition will be its focus. All of the workshops are scheduled to be held in the
Damn Yankee.
"It isn't a topic I usually study, but it is
important," graduate student Brenda Burke
said.

Enjoy bunny burgers and carrot fries.

We're accounting on you
to fill a taxing position.
The Maine campus Business Department is extending an invitation to one motivated, manage

ment-

oriented individual to fill the position of assistant business manager for the '92-'93 school

year. This

position has fast-track written all over it: after you complete your year as assistant business

manager,

you will be asked take over the business manager's position, making you (alongside the

editor-in-

chief) the head cheese at The Campus. Of course, this job will be a trump card on your resume

•Applicant must:
-have two years remaining at the University
of Maine
-have had two semesters of accounting
-be a business major
-be willing to commit 15-20 hours per week
.Work-study accepted but not required.

•You'll be held accountable for:•
-billing customers
-subscriptions management
-accounts receivable
•Call Kelly at 581-1272,
Mondays,Wednesdays and Fridays
between 8 and 1lam for additional info.

The Maine Campus
Business Department
"Real people handling real money."
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Natio' nalNews

• Men convicted on false evidence released 17 years later
• Some states may begin using the dealth penalty again
• Son stabs and decapitates his handicapped mother

•False conviction

Two men freed by judge after over 17 years in jail
By Jeff Wilson

Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Two men who
served 17 1/2 years in prison for the 1973
murder of a sheriffs deputy were freed
Wednesday by a judge who said they were
convicted largely on false evidence. The
judge apologized for the "gross injustices"
the men suffered.
Prosecutors had joined defense lawyers
in seeking freedom for the men, saying
police suppressed evidence and coerced
witnesses.
"Both defendants are ordered released
directly from this courtroom,"Superior Court
Judge Florence Cooper ruled in an emotional courtroom scene.
Clarence Chance,42,and Benjamin Powell, 44, were embraced by family members
amid cheers and tears.
"I'm very, very happy. I'm overwhelmed," Powell, hugged by family mem-

bers, said as he sorted through a stack of
family snapshots.
A weeping Chance said: "It's nice."
The men were convicted in 1975 of
murdering off-duty Deputy David Andrews.
He was gunned down Dec. 12, 1973, in
what police said they believed was a robbery attempt. They were sentenced to life
in prison.
District Attorney Ira Reiner's office
joined the defense motion to have Chance
and Powell released and the convictions
wiped off their records.
"These men had an unfair trial. We have
no reason to believe they committed the
crimes," said Deputy District Attorney Peter Bozanich. "It's been clear to us for the
last couple of weeks that this was not a
proper conviction."
Cooper said due process was violated
"by the introduction into evidence of false
evidence that was substantially material on
the issue of guilt."

The judge acknowledged that the years
the men spent in prison can't be returned to
them, but said she hoped they wouldn't be
bitter and angry for the rest of their lives.
"On behalf of the people of California
and the criminaljustice system in particular,
I offer to each of you gentlemen our sincere
apologies for the gross injustices perpetrated in these cases," Cooper said.
"My genuine hope for you both is that
you can spend the remainder of your lives...
in full and abundant pursuit of all that a life
of freedom has to offer you," she said.
Defense attorneys contended the men
were framed by overzealous detectives.
The police department hasn't commented on the case.
Barry Tarlow, who represents Chance,
said the case "confirms that the greatest
danger to the individual rights and liberties
ofevery citizen is from misguided zealots in
pursuit of a righteous cause."
"The stench from these convictions is so

•Dealth penalty

great that you hardly have to be a bloodhound to realize that this case was polluted,"
Tarlow said.
Powell's lawyer, Sandra E. Smith, said
in court papers that her client was convicted
because officers were more concerned about
"their own reputations for clearing cases."
Reiner said earlier that police held back
information that could have helped acquit
the men.
There was no physical evidence linking Chance and Powell to the killing. The
prosecution was based on the testimony
of three girls who claimed to have seen
the men responsible for the shooting,
Tarlow said.
The girls since have signed affidavits
saying they falsely implicated the men because officers pressured them into lying
New evidence allegedly shpws the Police
Department withheld information that ajai Ihouse informant who testified against the
pair may have lied.

•Murder

More executions may take place in future Deranged son

By Arlene Levinson

Associated Press Writer
Arizona is testing its gas chamber tonight. It may need it for the first time in 29
years on April 6, when Donald Harding is
set to die. California, too, may soon carry
out its first execution in a quarter-century.
And Delaware put an executioner to work
this month for the first time since 1946.
Since the death penalty was reinstated in
1976, a half-dozen Southern states have
performed most of the nation's executions.
But now the pace of executions is accelerating, and more states are making use of
capital punishment.
The chief reason given: Prisoners are
exhausting their appeals in state and federal
courts, a process that can last about eight
years.
At the same time,the U.S.Supreme Court
is turning a cold shoulder to last-ditch requests for stays and curtailing death row
inmates' access to federal courts for appeals.

Moreover, politicians are coming under
pressure to take a hard line against crime.
"The American public wants it. They're
fed up with the criminals getting away with
'murder' and they want to see them pay,"
said Pennsylvania Attorney General Ernie
Preate.
Every year, criminals take about 22,000
lives, and every year 250 to 300 people are
sentenced to die. More than 2,500 men and
women are on the nations' death rows, according to the NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund.
Since the Supreme Court in 1976 allowed
'states to resume capital punishment, 166 men
and one woman have been executed.
Prosecutors have recourse to the death
penalty in 36 states, the military and federal
courts; so far, 18 states have used it, with
three-quarters ofthe executions in six states:
Texas,Florida, Louisiana,Georgia, Virginia and Alabama.
"The death penalty is largely a symbolic
method. In effect, we have a death penalty

Registration is just
around the
corner.
Students in the School of Human

Development:(CDFR, HFL, HNF, MCR),
registration materials for Fall 1992 are now
available in the Main Office 29 Merrill Hall.

Please pick up your forms and make an
appointment with your advisor now!

but we don't really carry it out," said Ernest
van den Haag,a retired Fordham University
professor who writes about and favors capital punishment.
The numbers suggest the pace of executions is increasing: 10 men were executed in
the first three months of this year,compared
to 14 during all of last year and 23 in 1990.
Delaware had its firstexecution in nearly
46 years on March 14, when serial killer
Steven Brian Pennell, 34, was put to death.
He was sentenced to die for the murders of
two women and had been convicted of two
other slayings.
In Arizona, Harding, 42, is scheduled
to die next month for the 1980 robbery slayings of three businessmen. And in
California, Robert Alton Harris, 39, is
condemned to die April 21 for the 1978
murders of two teen-agers.
Van den Haag predicted the number of
executions could rise to 35 in a year — far
fewer than in the mid-1930s, when executions peaked at 199 one year.

decapitates
his mother
PARKVILLE, Md.(AP) — A released
mental patient decapitated his handicapped
mother and yelled,"I'm Hannibal the Cannibal!" as he was led away, police say.
Jean Lorenz, a 57-year-old woman who
had multiple sclerosis and used a wheelchan
was found dead in her home Wednesday. Slit.
had been stabbed repeatedly. Her son, Da% id
Lorenz, 29, wasjailed on murder charges.
Mrs. Lorenz had called her sister, who
contacted the police, authorities said. Para
medics were about to break down the door
when Lorenz opened it.
"He answers the door,and he's got blood
all over him," said Baltimore County police
spokesman Steve Doarnberger.
Police said Lorenz was released from a
psychiatric hospital in December. The reason for his hospitalization was not disclosed.

For Fun & Fitness!
Don't just buy a bike, buy the right bike
properly sized and fitted to your
biking needs! With over 400 bikes in stock,
Pat's has the best selection in
the area. With 20 years in the business,
Pat's has the best service in the
area Price? Pat's prices start at an extreme
ly reasonable $249.95.

New rick-Up
Delivery Service
for Orono, Bangor,
Brewer areas!

We have exercise
equipment and
roller blades!

Open Monday through Thursday,
10am-opm;
Friday until 8pm, Saturday 9am-4pm
layaways mailable,- Visa, Masterc
ard, Discover, American Express accepte
d
•

Pat's Bike Shop
373 WI/son Street, Brewer 989-1900
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•Tax proposal

Brown's flat tax under more scrutiny, criticism
By Tom Raum

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — As Jerry
Brown's anti-establishment campaign gains
horsepower, the former California governor's proposed 13-percent "flat tax" is coming under increased scrutiny. And most of it
„is critical.
While Democratic front-runner Bill
Clinton derides what he calls "Jerry's tax"
as an assault on the poor,Brown defends the
scheme as simple and fair and says "people
like it."
Economists and tax analysts agree on the
tax's simplicity but challenge its fairness.
Andthry say only the rich seem assured of
liking it.
"It's the most crazy right-wing proposal
that anybody's made in anyone's memory,"

•Space shuttle

Atlantis
astronauts
creating
artificial auroras
By Marcia Dunn
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)— Atlantis' astronauts on Wednesday fired an
electron beam gun that will be used to create
artificial auroras over the Southern Hemisphere and low-frequency radio waves.
Tens of thousands of students worldwide equipped with special receivers will
spend the next week listening for those
waves.
"I've taught physics for 18 years, and
nothing has ever lit kids on fire like this,
nothing ever," said co-investigator William
Pine, a teacher at Chaffey High School in
Ontario, Calif.
The shuttle and its seven-member crew
blasted off Tuesday on an eight-day mission
to study Earth's fragile ozone layer and
other aspects of the atmosphere.
The gun is one of 13 scientific instruments in the cargo bay. It was fired at low
energy Wednesday and will be cranked up
Thursday for the artificial aurora and radio
wave experiments.
During one test Wednesday evening,the
crew beamed down black-and-white video
images of the glowing beam coursing away
from the shuttle. Astronaut Michael Foale
said it appeared to be 30 or so feet long and
resembled a fuzzy, bluish ball as it traveled
along a magnetic field line.
"That was quite a remarkable show,"
alternate payload specialist Michael Lampton said from the payload control center.
"It's causing quite a bit of excitement down
here."
Scientists believe the streaks of green,
red and bluish-white created when the
full-strength beams collide with atoms in
the atmosphere will help them understand
Earth's magnetic fields. A television camera aboard the shuttle will record the
events.
Researchers also want to see whether
radio waves created by electron pulses emitted from the gun can be heard 184 miles
below on Earth. One-thousand receiving
kits have been distributed to schools around
the world, mostly in the United States.

said Robert McIntyre of the labor-backed
For all the apparent simplicity ofBrown's the wealthiest 1 percent of Americans from
Citizens for Tax Justice.
formula, analysts suggest his proposal 27.5 percent to 13.8 percent. Overall taxes
Brown is calling for two new taxes: a 13- amounts to a regressive tax that would
pe- on the poorest 20 percent of Americans
percent income tax to replace all existing nalize the poor while rewarding
the rich.
would rise from 6.7 percent to 23.9 percent
federal taxes, including Social Security taxBrown asserts that those earning over under the plan, the organization says.
es; and a federal 13-percent "value added" $100,000 would pay more in taxes
than they
Lower-income taxpayers,whospend more
tax on the purchase of goods and services. It do now while those earning
under $100,000 oftheir income on goods and services than do
would go on top ofexisting state sales taxes. would pay less.
wealthy Americans, would be the hardest hit
The only deductions from the income tax
But analyses don't bear this out and by the elimination of personal deductions
and
would be for rent, mortgage interest and suggest that the reverse is true.
increased sales taxes, critics argue.
charitable contributions.
Internal Revenue Service figures show
A recent Congressional Budget Office
Brown claims the twin taxes would raise that people who earn more than $100,000 a
study suggested a value added tax such as
the same amount of revenue as the current year now pay an average 22.2 percent
of Brown's would impose three times as great
system but would put special-interest lob- their income in income taxes alone.
a financial burden on the poorest 20 percent
byists and tax lawyers in Washington out of
People making $25,000 or less now pay of Americans as on the richest 20 percent.
business overnight.
an average 6.7 percent or less; those beBrown's plan would also totally elimi"It will be based on the cleanest, sim- tween $25,000 and $40,000 pay an average
nate the corporate profits tax and lower the
plest, most honest way to collect the mon- 10.5 percent.
capital gains tax to 13 percent — almost
ey,"Brown says."Thirteen percent for busiCitizens for Tax Justice estimates three percentage points lower than even the
ness and 13 percent for you and me."
Brown's plan would lower average taxes for Bush administration has proposed.

•Presidential race 1992

Harkin endorses Clinton for nomination
By John King

Associated Press Writer
ROCHESTER, N.Y.(AP) — Iowa Sen.
Tom Harkin Thursday endorsed former rival
Bill Clinton for the Democratic presidential
nomination, saying that challenger Jerry
Brown's attacks on Clinton were hurting the
party's chances against President Bush.
"What I'm afraid now is that we may be
entering a destructive phase, things I see
happening in the Brown campaign lead me
to believe something destructive is happen-

ing," Harkin said.
He said he would aggressively lobby his
friends in the labor movement to back Clinton
— producing immediate results.
After Harkin and Clinton made a joint
satellite appearance, Morton Bahr, president of the Communication Workers of
America, said his union would take Harkin's advice and immediately endorse
Clinton.
Bahr said the former California governor began courting labor support only after
Harkin had dropped out of the race.

Harkin said the issue of a possible vice
presidential slot on a Clinton ticket or any
other role in a Clinton administration was
not part ofany pre-endorsement discussions
with the Arkansas governor.
Harkin said Brown was hurting the party
with his personal attacks and by fanning
suggestions Brown might make a third-party presidential run if he lost the nomination
battle to Clinton.
"I believe he(Clinton)will make the best
candidate for us to go up against George
Bush," Harkin said.

Putting Descartes
before decors.
A new body copy of knowledge.
You think,therefore you can work in advertising It's that
simple (or complicated, depending on
how intensely you develop the concept).
So if you fancy yourself the campus
Camus, then The Maine Campus Ad
Department is where you belong
(metaphysically speaking, of course).
Atman + Adwoman Ultimate Reality
Instead of concentrating solely on JBR
stock, we're in the midst of piecing
together an eclectic,existential ad staff—
disciples of Plato, fans of Lou Reed.
Could there be a more logical place to
find these folks than the Maples? (Our
recruiting slogan:"Be all that you can—
be.") Nihilists? Nay!
The only local bookshelfthat boasts
Levinas & Derrida, Ogilvy & Mather.
Become a part of the spectacle! You'll find that absurdity

lies not only in human existence, but in a badly-kemed
headline, as well. Once you accept this
reality, we'll accept the benign
indifference of the universe.
Turn your ideologies into cash!
Our department transcends work-study;
anyone can apply. Becomea commodity!
Contemplate paste-up,computer design,
copywriting, and logotypes. You'll find
the work atmosphere decidedly p0-mo,
and the high-tech equipment a starting
point, a means to an end. Zarathustra
never said life could be this meaningful!
You Kant go wrong.
To apply,simply materialize in our Lord
Hall office. Bring an open mind. Ask for
Ralph Bartholomew. Make sure to share
the reasoning behind your application.
To us, it's the thought that counts.

The Maine Campus
Advertising Department

The place with spaces to fill.
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CollegeNews

• Cult Awareness Network says college students at risk
• University won't ban discrimination against homosexuals
• Maine technical colleges approve increase in rates

•Cults

College students are prey to cubs, organization says

By Karen Neustadt

becomes bonded to the group, Kisser says.
Rebecca Fritsley,a member ofthe Great- beliefs.. it is an issue of conduct,
whether
"Super friendly people" flatter students,
er Philadelphia Church,refuted charges that these people are honest or not, what
kind of
making them feel important and cared for, the
organization is a cult.
high pressure techniques they are using,and
As American society grows more comMany complaints have surrounded a
"The Church of Christ is not a cult. I am what is their motive. Are they
plex,campuses have become fertile ground
just using
group called the Boston Church of Christ a membe
r of my own free will. The church people?" Blimling said.
for cults that prey on idealistic students in
(not related to the mainstream Church of follow
s the Bible to the letter, and I follow
search of new lifestyles,the Cult Awareness
Kisser's organization is made up of2,000
Christ), which is represented on campuses the church
," she said in a recent CPS story. members who have been affected
Network warns.
by cults.
across the country. According to its critics,
Cult recruitment concentrates on white, CAN membership is a mix of
The Chicago-based organization, which the
former cult
organization uses a mind-control tech- uppermiddle class youths in their late teens members and families and friend
keeps an eye on cult activity in the nation,
s of past
nique known as "discipling" to bond stu- and early
20s,said Gregory S. Blimling,dean cult members.
estimates that as many as 2,000 cults may be
dents to members.
of students at Appalachia State College, who
operating in the United States, with 4 mil"Cults don't convince you intellectually,
The Boston Church of Christ has drawn has publis
hed several papers on the topic.
lion to 6 million members.
but recruit you by inviting you to ... a positive
experience. They appeal to emotional deCult recruitment activity is becoming
more deceptive and more difficult to spot,
sires, like 'making the world a better place.'
experts say. Members often take pains to
It's the emotional manipulation that is danappear harmless, shedding their "countergerous — actually, the intellectual arguculture" image in favor of a look of mainments are quite weak." Kisser said.
stream respectability.
Not all cults are religious-based, Kisser
"The biggest myth is that students think
said. "Some are operating within political,
they would recognize cult recruiting when it strong
commercial and pseudo-therapy circles,"
criticism from school officials who
Studies say that cults seek out students of she said.
is going on,so they are very vulnerable,"said are
distributing warning fliers to students at average and
above-average intelligence who
Cynthia Kisser, executive director of CAN. Harvar
Kisser describes new styles of cults that
d, Boston, Northeastern and Tufts are looking
for answers to philosophical are in search of profes
CAN defines a cult as a "closed system Univer
sionals and college
sities, the University of Massachu- questions about
life.
whose followers have been unethically and setts
studen
ts
who
will
soon
be
professionals. She
and Marquette University.
"There is no question that destructive said these groups
deceptively recruited through the use of
are "more dangerous and
The church says its mission is legitimate. religious
cults rob students ofthe very things insidious"than religio
manipulative techniques, though reform or The Boston
us groups because they
Movement was started by Kip- we have joined togeth
er in universities to are "increasingly subtle and
mind control. The system is imposed with- McKea
sophisticated."
n in 1979. According to the Winter teach," Blimli
ng said.
out the informed consent ofthe recruit and is
"Because we are becoming more plural1990 issue of the movement's magazine,
"There are people who have gone off for istic, there
designed to alter personality and behavior." "Disci
is a greater tolerance for unprovpleship," the membership in the min- a weekend
at 19,and awakened at 30,with the en groups withou
Through indoctrination and control of istries
t track records, and stutotaled 28,724 in 1990 and continues best years
of their life gone," Blimling said. dents don't known
the environment, an unsuspecting person
how to evaluate these
to grow.
"The issue for campuses is not a set of groups
," Kisser said.
CPS

Studies say that cults seek students of average
and above-average intelligence who are looking
for answers to philosophical questions about life.

Are you an
outstanding
student?

Ring Sale
UPTO

Stop by and visit your ArtCarved
representative dunng this special event.
Check out our awesome collection of
styles. ArtCarved will customize a
college ring just for
you with thousands of special options.
Don't delay—see your AnCarved
representative before this promotion'
ends.

()
The UMaine outstanding achievement award for
non-academic
endeavors is presented to as many as twelve stude
nts, who
have graduated in December '91 or who anticipate
receiving
degrees in May '92 or in August '92 and who have
demonstrated outstanding leadership in one of the
areas of:
•Community Service
•Athletic Achievement
•Campus Citizenship
•Arts and Communication
Deadline is NOON, MONDAY, APRIL 6th, 1992.

Application forms can be picked up and returned (along with
a
letter of nomination of endorsement) to the Centerfor Student
Services, Attn. Dwight Rideout, Assistant V.P. and Dean of Stude
nts,
third floor, Memorial Union- phone 1406

A RTQl RV ED
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TODAY! ONLY'UNTIL 3pm
At the Bookstore
Deposit only $20—Payment
plans available
Siladium Rings only $129
Last Chance for Graduatio
n Delivery
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•Homophobia

9

•Budget problems

•Sexual harassment

MSU student
Trustees approve room and
senate rejects gay board
increase for tech colleges
discrimination
dause
By Angie Craig
The Daily Helmsman
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(CPS)— For the second time in four months,the Memphis State
University student senate defeated a resolution that called for the inclusion ofthe words
"sexual orientation" in a university nondiscrimination statement.
The resolution was defeated by one vote
in November and by a 16-10 margin earlier
this month. The senate, which has no actual
institutional power to make policy changes,
helped bring attention to the issue, said
Kevin Lee,treasurer of the Gay and Lesbian
Awareness organization.
GALA, a group of about 60 students,
called for the change in university policy in
November. Since then,the issue has ignited
campus and community debate over homosexuality and discrimination.
Proponents of the resolution argue that
the words "sexual orientation" include heterosexual, homosexual and bisexual relationships.
Opponents contend, however, that neither the state of Tennessee nor Memphis
State, sitting in the heart of the Bible Belt, is
ready to grant homosexuals a discrimination clause of any kind. Furthermore, they
argue that the legality of homosexuality and
the broad definition of sexual orientation
would prevent such a policy addition. A
person could currently serve up to 11 months
and 29 days in jail for committing a homosexual act in Tennessee.
"When you talk sexual orientation, what
are you talking about? Pedophilia? Necrophilia'? Bestiality? You're also including a
lot of other sexual preferences with such
broad and inclusive terms," said Mitchell
Wrenn. a senator from the College of Arts
and Sciences.
Michael LaBonte, president of GALA
and author of the resolution, said the group
is awaiting reaction from the university administration.
"What is being proposed here is simply
protection for students and faculty against
potential discrimination," LaBonte said.
"This does not endorse a lifestyle; it is about
protecting people's rights and dignity."
Dr. Lane Rawlins,president of Memphis
State, said the administration is researching
the proposal and has not taken a stand on the
resolution.
Meanwhile, as the two sides debate
whether the resolution is dead at MSU,the
campuscommunity is taking sides in a battle
not likely to be resolved soon.
In a Helmsman poll taken this month,
MSU students said they favored prohibiting
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation by a 65-27 percent margin.

Television is a
medium
because it is
rare when it is
well done.

FAIRFIELD, Maine (AP) — Trustees
for the Maine Technical College System
have approved a $400 increase for students
who live in campus dormitories in the coming year.
Room and board for 1992-93 will increase to $3,200 for students who reside at
the colleges, while student apartments at the
technical colleges in Calais and Presque Isle
will remain at $1,250 per year.
The increase is part of a three-year plan
to make the dormitories of the colleges selfsupporting, the accepted practice at other
public colleges and universities in Maine.
"We understand that these increased fees
will pose a challenge for some of our students," trustee Chairman Michael Aube said
Wednesday in a statement.
"We hope that by phasing in the increases over several years, we can reduce the
immediate financial impact on students,"
he said.
The trustees' decision on Wednesday
means it will cost full-time students $4,640

to attend one of the technical colleges this
fall if tuition stays at its current $1,440 rate.
The trustees, meeting at Kennebec Valley Technical Center in Fairfield,received a
briefing on the system's budget for the corning year.
• System President John Fitzsimmons said
a state budget proposal approved by the
Legislature's Appropriations Committee
calls for a $1.8 million cut and deferment of
the schools' $1.9 million June payment into
early July.
Fitzsimmons said another budget provision to freeze merit pay increases for the
coming year extends to higher education,
including the technical colleges.
"Obviously,until the budget is approved,
we will not know what we have to work with
in the upcoming fiscal year," he said.
Trustees are predicting 26 layoffs and
the cutting of three programs if the $1.8
million cut stands. Five programs were cut
last year when the schools also took a
budget hit.

Students can
sue for sexual
harassment
By Karen Neustadt
and Amy Reynolds
CPS
Colleges and universities may be taking
a second look at sexual harassment policies
in light of a recent Supreme Court ruling.
The Feb. 26 ruling cleared the way for
sexually harassed students to sue schools for
monetary damages under Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972,a decision
hailed as"a stunning victory for women" by
the National Women's Law Center.
"With this decision, girls and women
finally have a powerful weapon to fight sex
discrimination in education," said Marcia
Greenberger,co-president of the law center.
"Education institutions will receive the message loud and clear that they have to seriously address the discriminatory policies still
too frequently found."

Creative Writers...
Students seeking admission to [SHIFT) ENG 307,[RETURN]
Writing Fiction, Or [si-ilm ENG 405, Directed Writing, [RETURN]
for the fall '92 semester are asked to submit a [RETURN]
typescript in order to be considered for admission [RETURN]
to the course. [ RETURN ]
Deadline for submisions [SHIFT]: 2pm Thursday April 2nd [RETURN]
For specific guideline, please contact the English [RETURN]
Department at 1-3822.

VISTA Volunteers share the vision
of a better tomorrow by making a
contribution in the community today
Brighter futures take shape when
VISTA Volunteers mobilize and
develop community resources to
address the many faces of poverty.
After your college career is
completed, VISTA offers you the
opportunity to put your education to
work in realistic settings. VISTA
Volunteers learn life skills — skills
only a year of unique VISTA
experience can provide.
VISTA Volunteers are assigned to
project sponsors which may be private or
public non-profit orEanizations. Volunteer
activities may include, 1,ut are not limited to,
organizing food distribution efforts, creating
networkstosupportliteracyprojecN,cr designing
programs to combat substance abuse.

In addition to acquiring valuable
and rewarding experience, VISTA
Volunteers may receive deferment or
partial cancellation of certain student
loans. VISTA Volunteeisreceive aliving
allowance based on the economic level
of the communities they serve.
As you look toward graduation,
consider becoming a VISTA
Volunteer. VISTA offers you the
opportunity to shape a community
and share a vision ofa better tomorrow.
VISTA recruiter Brian Geoghegan
will be at the Student Union Lobby
on March 30 from 10:00-4:00 pm.
Or come to an information session in the
FFA Room of the Student Union at 7:00 pm.
Interviews will be conducted on March 31
at the Career Center, Chadburn Hall. If
you are unable to attend, pleAe call
617-565-7005 or 1-800-424-8867.

BE A VISTA VOLU\TEER

VISTA
Volunteers in Service to America
(VISTA) is part of ACTION, the Federal Domestic
Volunteer Aaencv, Washinaton. D.C. 20525
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EditorialPage
•Women's History Fortnight

Hail to the Queen
People from all walks oflife packed the Main
e Center for
the Arts last night to help Queen Latifah —
rapper, actress,
producer and songwriter — celebrate Wom
en's History
Fortnight.
Individuals from every age group, occu
pation, race,
creed,and color stood side by side pumping
their fists in the
air,jumping and shouting in unison to the hard
hitting hiphop of the Queen of Rap.
The event was a long time coming. Finally, a
performer
has come to the University of Maine who spea
ks the language of the students — the language of respect,
dignity and
equality for all individuals.
A huge debt of gratitude is owed to Cheryl Daly
and the
Office of Multicultural Affairs, along with 17
other organizations, for coordinating and sponsoring this
event.
The most remarkable part of the whole prod
uction was
the fact that it was free to the public. A fact
which made it
possible for everyone,rap fans and neophytes
alike,to enjoy
and experience the power of rap.
The show was not only a multicultural achievem
ent, it
was a cross-generational one as well. It was simp
ly amazing
to see students, faculty and staff jammin' toge
ther to the
fastest growing genre of the music world.
Thepopularity of rap music has been proven
at UMaine.
It would be wonderful to see The Maine Cent
The subtitles of many a course
er for the Arts
on
campus could be "what they
and students get together to plan more events gear
ed toward really meant" because
as we all
today's music.
know,the big thinkers of Western
It's not that "The Stars of the Lawrence Welk
Show" civilization had a hard time makdon't have their place at the MCA,but it's impo
rtant that rap ing their point.
and progressive music be given their places
The problem is many profestoo.(MAA)
sors

Classroom run and fetch

ally hallowed by the people who
write the introductions, but no one
really reads them because they already need to read so many pages
for class.
And English classes generally
do not involve appreciation of a
turn the discussion of a dead
regurgitate it in time for any test or work as a whole, but as
an all-out
guy's
book into a kind ofacademic
•Spring morale
quiz.
focus on the verbal mechanics.
run and fetch; their interpretation
The fighting over Nietzsche,
Class time is not meant to apis the correct one and the students
the Penteteuch or Rousseau never preciate a good book
or work of
use that interpretation for tests and
ends,but otherwise colleges would poetry, it has to be taken
apart. But
papers. Or else.
be out of business. And besides, a in the process of
focus
ing
on one
Any book which has really
good idea comes along once in a section of dialogue in
a play or
dense, turgid prose is tough to figwhile.
pages in a novel, the work itself is
ure because the dead guy who wrote
Here at the University of Maine we are running out
More entertainment can be had lost.
ofjust it probably wasn't exactly sure of
in some history classes, though,
about everything: money, time, classes, professors
It's like dissection of frogs in
, patience. himselfin the first place. And since especially
when you have a teach- junior high; you may know
We're not short on complaints, though.
what
the dead guy had no ability to write
er who is obsessed with some dead intestines and
gall bladders look
clearly,the real,true interpretation
Evidently, more than a few think student governme
leader.
nt is a
like and how they work, but you
is always up for grabs.
party of morons with Brent Littlefield at the helm
Rather than claim pure knowl- never really focus
.
on why they
But the learned profs, who have
The administration loves to screw students and they
do this spent or misspent many years of edge of what some former great make the frog so good at jumping
one wrote,some profs like to think around.
by taking away the last course everyone needs
their lives poring over the same
to graduate.
they
know what the dead ones were
A key to being recognized as
The Maine Campuslives for the administration
and leaps at books year after year, need to jus- thinking.
someone who really mattered in
every chance to be the establishment's mouthpie
tify all that time spent and their
ce.
That's where class questions or making leapi
ng works is to be genstudent loans. They know,and it is
Granted, there are people who don't obsess
assignments like "what was Ham- erally depre
about this students' job
ssed,
in angst, or even
to
accep
t their dis- ilton thinking?"
because their own lives are too action-packed.
are so much fun. better, be institutionalized
tilled wisdom.
a lot.
As if the teacher has some connec- The true
But for those who bitch and moan and carry on
rebels are sometimescomBut first, a few hurdles new to
relentlessly,
tion to the decayed brain stem of pletely
tryfollowing up.
overcome by life's oppresbe overcome — namely other livthe guy who got wasted by Aaron sion and
their genius becomes furing or dead academics who staked
If student senate is such an exercise in futility, why
Burr, or anyone else.
aren't
ther enriched.
their
lives
on
older
there herds and droves of people Tuesday night
and more acMost of the people studied in
s in the Damn cepted inter
Most well-adjusted, even happretations on whether histo
Yankee volunteering time and effort to boost mora
ry are politicians ofsome sort, py thinkers,
le?
writers, or artists are
Plato wrote all his stuff or whether
and for any politicians to say ex- not as
It is upsetting to spend 4 years emptying your pock
appreciated because they
ets for an it was a deranged dwarf slave actly what
they mean would be had too much
education, only to find you're missing one class
fun.Scholarly frowns
named Chuck.
.
fatal. So they say half, one-third, are
in, smiles are out.
So,go to your respective deans and make noise
The reasons for profs getting
dodge the question, or flat-out lie.
. Bring your
It's better to be a demented
their students to accept their interfriends. Bring your dorm. Call local T.V. stations.
No one can really ever tell, then, geniu
s who refuses to use silverpretations is fairly easy. Either say
Write your Congressman and tell him if he does
n't find a the accepted elitists and feeble Ivy what the oligarchs were saying, ware and be a virtual ogre because
but it's a great way to torme
way to fund your class you'll vote his butt out of offic
nt people can't be simultaneously
League types have the bland wimp
e.
students.
brilliant and happy at the same
And if you open yourcollege newspaper and are disgusted
versi
on
or
that
truly thoughtful
by
When writing is actually done time.
(read: rebellious) people pick the
what you see,then write a letter immediately and say exact
well, it is called literature, or
ly why.
a
Artists suffer,otherwise it's too
professor's version.
Better yet, come down to the basement of Lord Hall
mista
ke. Then such a work is usu- depressing
and
for everyone else who
In true rock-and-roll fashion,
introduce yourselftooneofthe47 people whosacrifice
(among lots most students decided to be youth- ally placed undezthe domain ofthe can't write, paint or compose.
English Department and is treaofthings)'Thursday nights,so you can havea paperFrida
y morning. ful and rebellious and side with the sured forever.
We'd love to see you.(JAM)
Michael Reagan isfrom Portnew improved version. Then they
Actually, great works are usu- land,
Maine.

Geto yoursoap box
and do something

Michael
Reagan
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Abraham Lincoln? Too honest for television
By Frank Spurr
Verbatim Staff Writer
In 1860, Abraham Lincoln
received a letter from an 11year-old girl suggesting he
grow a beard."Your face is too
thin,'the she said.The women
of the time loved beards, the
girl explained and they would
be inclined to urge their husbands and brothers to vote for
you. Lincoln heeded the advice and grew a beard.He went
on to win the 1860 presidential race by a whisker.
.•? Polls and surveys do not
shim what effect Lincoln's follicle folly had 100 years before
television began dominating
elections,buteven then politicians may have been attentive to image.
Today, image is still vital
to the campaigning politician.
The ability to bring this image
to the widest possible audience is the ultimate goal of
most politicians. The most effective medium for doing this

is television.
Lincoln may encounter difficulty if he were running for
office today. T.V. would likely
highlight unflattering characteristics such as his beard and
the prominent wart under his
nose. Would such media scrutiny be suicide to Lincoln?
"He might have been the
Paul Tsongas of 1860 if the
standards were the same. He
looked so unlike a candidate
considering what presidential
candidates are suppose to look
like today," said John Diamond, assistant professor of
journalism and mass communication and former Maine
House Majority Leader.
"People first noticed
Tsongas because he didn'tlook
like a presidential candidate.
Lincoln may have had the
same advantages in 1860 as
Tsongas did in 1992."
Kenneth Hayes, chairperson and professor of political
science believes Lincoln would
be a formidable candidate even
in today's television elections.

Verbatim graphic by Shawn Anderson
"He had a charisma and an
His image as"Honest Abe"
oratory style which would be or a railsplitter of the frontier
very persuasive," he said.
would "certainly be a pleasant
-You would maximize his contrast to what is happening
voice. Display him less than in Washington D.C. today,"
you would other candidates. Hayes said.
But you could take advantage
Diamond said if he were a
of his strengths..He had in- media consultant to Lincoln,
telligence, oratory skills and he would push Stephen
debating skills," Hayes said. Douglas (Lincoln's presiden-

tial opponent in
1860) to commit
to more debates.
"I'd
have
(Lincoln) wait
for an opportune
moment during the
debate, then tell
Douglass...`You're no Henry
Clay."'
Television campaigning
might be impossible for an
intelligent,literate person like
Lincoln to get elected president today. Lincoln's beard
and a prominent wart might
not be welcome sights in the
living room.
"I'd probably tell Lincoln
'You're a helluva guy,Abe,but
lose the beard,"Diamond said.
The Rise ofthe Televised
Election
Looks and image haven't
always dominated Politics.
Former Senator Barry
Goldwater once said "When I
first ran, you didn't have to
worry about having your hair
See ABE on page V4

Fiddler cast learns more than lines UMaine students
By William R.Grasso
Verbatim Staff Writer

Joseph Ritsch (L) as Tevye and Chad Bouchard as
Motel the tailor reherse a scene from Maine Masque's
production of Fiddler on the Roof.

The candles were lit and
the food was on the table. At
sundown Sunday,according
to tradition,the family gathered around the table for the
Sabbath Meal ritual. They
said their prayers and began
to passaround thetraditional
challah bread and kugel.
But this family was not
your typical Jewishfamily—
they were the castofthe University of Maine's latest production,the musical Fiddler
on the Roof
The actors and actresses,
who play the family ofTevye,
Golde, and their five daughters, decided to learn and
actually perform the ritual
to better understand the culture they would represent.
"Wethoughtit would help
us feel more like a family,"
said Joe Ritsch, who plays
Tevye.'Wefelt it would make
it more natural on stage."
This dedication totheater
is just one of the things that
sets "Fiddler" apart from
See FIDDLER on page V4

to jazz up Russia
By Jody Myers
Verbatim Staff Writer
When jazz crashed onto the
1920s musical scene, the establishment raised a collective
horrified eyebrow. They just
knew wild tunes would inspire
young people to gobble up drugs
and leap over the edge.
Notthis time.InJune 1992,
veteranjazz artist and University of Maine Professor of Music Don Stratton willtravel with
four other UMaine musicians
to St. Petersburg (formerly
Leningrad) as part of a twoweek summer exchange program.
Stratton was heralded in
1989 when he and his trio became the first Americans to
ever perform at the then
Leningrad Jazz Center.
The group making this latest trip is comprised of students Camille Curtis, (keyboards/vocals) Bob Roman,
(bass) and John Buckley
(drums).
Joining them are Stratton
and Assistant Professor of

Music and percussionistStuart
Marrs.
They are goingto what's left
of the Soviet Union bringing
food, sheet music, reeds, valve
oil and all the music within
them.
The group isn't looking to
correct musical technicalities,
but are seeking something
spiritual, a fresher way to play
what they have been playing
their entire lives.
"It's all jazz, but it's more
than that. I want to be exposed
to their ideas, the country, the
culture, the people," Buckley
said.
Stratton said he was looking for a "foreign kind of flavor," and fresh approaches to
old ideas.
The exchange between the
Musorgsky School of St. Petersburg and UMaine will continue until June, 1997. A total
of two music faculty and at
least three students from each
country will spend two weeks
at year at each student institution, according to Stratton.
See JAZZ on page V4
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U2
Achtung Baby

the new U2compared to the old mate
- tures new sounds that break into a
As humans, U2 does make misrial is "Until The End Of The World."
different realm of music and lead the takes on occasion
. In "Who's Gonna
"I haven't seen you in quite awhile/
I listener to wonder what exciting sur- Ride You
It's taken awhile, but those boys
r Wild Horses?" Bono writes
was down the hole just passin' time
from Dublin are back with a new
/ prises lie ahead for U2.
"You're an accident waiting to hapal- Last time we met it was a low-lit
room/
bum, and not a moment too soon
But the album is not all fun and pen" in the second stan
.
We were as close together as a brid
za. This use of
e games. In the tradition of the old U2, cliche
As listeners of conventional radi
makes me cringe and wonder if
o and groom/ We ate the food/ We dran
k Bono croons through "One" and "So Bono's well
reach the point of utter insanity
with the wine/ Everybody havin'
of vocabulary has run dry
a good Cruel"in the shadow of"With Or With
the majority of musical crap that
- but then I see that if the line makes
has time/ Except you / You were
talkin' out You"and"Running To Stand Still
been shoveled their way, U2 brin
." you cringe perhaps it was meant to do
gs 'bout the end of the world."
the listeners of the free world musi
One aspect of Bono's lyric writing so. In a song abou
c
t a destructive relaThe boys are still concerned about that
that will bring smiles to their ears
hasn't changed with the musical tionship, Bon
.
o doesn't want the lisworld issues; the album sleeve constyle and technique is the passion and tener
With Achtung Baby, U2 returns
the be comfortable when heartains messages about Amnesty Interfrom their much too-long musical hiaself-revealing facet of his words.
ing the song, and using cliches
national and Greenpeace, but they
tus with 12 new songs.
In"So Cruel,"Bono sings"Despera- accomplishes
this task.
seem to have lightened up a bit.
tion is a tender trap/ It gets you every
This new album marks the beginThis album is one of their best efUnder the expert production guidning of an intensely personal era
time/ You put your lips to her lip/ To forts yet;
of ance of Dan Lanois, Brian Eno
it points toward the future
and stop the liW Her skin is pale like God'
lyric writing by Bono and the dawnin
s while acknowledging the past. As alg Seve Lillywhite,U2found new
sounds only dove/ Screams like an angel
of a more brash sounding Edge. The
for ways,Bono can summarize my feel
to accentuate their immense musical
ing
your love/ Then she makes you watch towa
bass of Adam Clayton and Larr
rds Achtung Baby. 1'm ready/
y talent. Edge's newfound distorti
on fig- her from above/ And you need her like
Mullen Jr's drumming remain strong
Ready for the laughing gas/I'm ready/
ures prominently at the beginning of
a drug." Lines like this have separated Rea
and forceful.
dy for what's next/ Ready to duck/
"Zoo Station," "Until The End Of The
the true poetsfrom the teeming masses Rea
Perhaps the song which sums up
dy to dive/ Ready to say I'm glad to
World"and "The Fly." This album feaof wanna-be passionatos.
be alive/ I'm ready for the push."
Texas
from a New Order background to
beMothers Heaven
gin their song,"In My Heart." Spiteri
belts out, "I know that in my hear
t/ I
You'd have to wonder why a group
feel like going home again/But I kno
w
from Scotland would call themselves
that in my heart/I'm scared of what VII
Texas, unless you listened to thei
r find." Her upbeat, smooth vocals
give
new album, Mothers Heaven.
each song a unique sound that is easy
These kids from the kilted country
to recognize in a musical realm where
sound like they have watched too many
everything bleeds together.
spaghetti westerns instead ofthe High
Shadowing a band closer to their
land Games.
own background,Texas uses a melody
Circling above the songs is theshade
similar to The Cure's"Lullaby"to open
of Stevie Ray Vaughn, infusing new
their song 'Waiting." The creeping
life into the world of tired guitar riffs
melody crawls into a jumpy spider
and mundane melodies.
piano and tight western guitar that
In the title cut,"Mothers Heaven,"
characterize Texas.
Texas starts us off with a New OrThe band wraps up the album with
leans-type funeral march which
"Walk The Dust," a very emotiona
l
quickly gives way to a purely westernsong that gives us the best look at
style guitar line. Listening to this type
Spiteri's vocal quality. The song unof track conjures up images of dusty
winds around a theme of a woman who
landscapes and the Bonnie Raitt-is
Lori Allison's powerful lead voca
h is in a bad marriage but can't find
ls,accompinied by strong ins
a tals, make this group
trumenvocals of lead singer Sharleen Spiteri
sound like a million. If you and
way out. Her friend sings to her,"My
you
r
frie
nds hu3,
give it a quality of passion not ofte
this
alb
um, millions is what they'll even
n head is filled with words to say/
tually make.
But I
found in contemporary music.
only find them slip away/ I know
it's
The Millions
With "Why Believe In You," they
hard to let it gq/ Take my hand."
Reeboks, and see ya to The Millions
give us grit and smoothness,beautifu
.
M is for Millions
l
This band from Scotland with the
Perhaps the bestsong on the album
piano and pained vocals, it is a contraname from the U.S. captures the
is "West," which showcases Alli
son's
diction that works for the band. But
It's hard to describe the uniq
ue ethereal voice. Acoustic guit
essence of our country better tha
ar lay the
n sound of The Millions with
surely a band from Glasgow named
out think- foundation for
many resident artists. The winds
the rambling lyrics
ing ofother bands.You can't real
Texas is used to contradictions.
ly put which take the list
that blow through the Southwest
ener on a musical
your finger on any one band, just
In their tradition of contradictions,
a journey."Hot summer
come whistling through on this new
I'd bring
general similarity exists.The Mill
Texas uses an introduction hailing
ions flowers to you/ Aut days!
album from Texas.
umn leaves/ blow
sum up the sound of the mill
ions of with the silence of
you."
bands that have played to the
public.
The
back
grou
nd
remains for the
Their sound is accented by the powmost part the same, but the
erful, waif-like vocals of lead
tone
singer changes dramatic
ally in "In The AlLori Allison and carried by
the tal- ley."From sweet
and melodic,Allison's
ented accompaniment of
Marty vocals turn to urge
nt and pleading as
Amsler,Harry Dingman,and
Gregory she sings,"Wit
hout your dream inside
Hill on bass, guitar, keyboard
s and me/ I'd just brea
the the air/ Wishing
drums respectively.
you would like me,'Doesn't do
A band with the sound of a
a thing."
million
The Millions take the cream from
other bands might strike you as
a bit the top of the pool
of musical talent
homogenized and boring,butjust
think and combine all
the good into their
what would have happened
if no one own stylish
production, M is for Milhad thought of combining
the good lions. As Orwe
ll put it in 1984, "He
qualities of a particular topi
c. You who controls the
present controls the
could kiss your Reese's Pea
nut Butter past, he who
controls the past controls
Cups good-bye as well as your
metal the future." The
Millions control the
alloys, au revoir to your cros
s trainer past; I can't
wait to see the future.

The Scottish group Texas is captures
the essence of the US better than
many resident artists. Their big sou
nd goes with their big name.

Support the NationalEn
dowmentfor the Arts.
Your freedom ofexpressio
n is atstake.
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Verbatim's top five twenty-five: The tube, part two
Maine Campus editors list their worst cultural picks
Frank Spurr
Arts Editor

o

time

Shawn Anderson
Production Manager

1. Who's the Boss. This is
the worst piece ofcrud ever to
hit the airwaves. Tony Danza
has no talent, but a great
agent. Single parents share a
house with two children and a
slutty mother. It's no wonder
our children score horribly on
achievement tests.
2. NBC Nightly News.
Perhaps I got too used to
Walter Cronkite on CBS, but
Tom Brokaw's tabloid television just leaves you empty inside. With flashy graphics and
footage, NBC is gradually becoming -McNews." It's nondigestible fast food.
3. The Cosby Show.
Thank God it's finally coming
offthe air. Cute kids and happy
endings can get nauseating
after a while. Cosby himself
can befunny attimes,but when
you see him constantly inJello,
Kodak and Coke ads, 30 minutes more is a nightmare.
4. Wheel of Fortune. Pat
Sajak should be Pat Say-YAK
and Vanna White is the female
equivalent to Tony Danza as
far as talent is concerned.This
gameshow requires absolutely
no intelligence either to play or
to watch.
5. TV's Blooper's and
Practical Jokes. A horrid
attempt at recycling garbage.
Any of the current imitations
are easily interchangeable including the New Candid Camera,TV's Funniest Videos and
TV's Funniest People. Creative geniuses in Hollywood
are getting paid top-dollar to
turn out this shit.

1.The Brady Bunch.Face
it, most of what is wrong with
the world today can be blamed
on '70's family television programming. If Jan ever got
pregnantfrom her drug-crazed,
out-of -work boyfriend who
couldn't read, and just sat
around watching Family Feud
all day, then maybe, just
maybe, the country wouldn't
be in the state it's in today.
2. Family Feud. The
gameshow equivalant of the
National Enquirer: cheap,
sleazy and annoying.The only
show to accept intellectual
rejects from The Wheel of Fortune.
3.Studs.A late-nightgame
show totally sponsored by 1900-HOT-BABES.Itshould be
piped into every locker room
in the country, thus saving
males everywhere from having to listen to their friends lie
abouttheirsexual encounters.
Now they can watch total
strangers do it for an all expense paid trip to Club Med.
4. Baywatch.The entire
plot revolved around how many
shots the producers could work
in of women running in bikinis. Entertaining in the short
term, but I could only take so
much dialog like,''Quick Erika,
run back to get the first aid kit
so I can save another beautiful
woman from a shark attack."
Geesh, give me a break.
5. The A-Team.Have you
ever wished that they were
firing real bullets... at each
other.The only show to corrupt
more minds than the Bradys.

Michelle Hike!
Wire Editor

Melissa Adams
Assistant Editor

1. Sisters. This shallow,
unrealistic television program
consists of an alcoholic, an
executive in love with her older
sister's ex-husband, a rich
bitch and a supermom. The
few times I watched thisshow,
no realistic or intelligent issues were ever addressed, but
hey, that's TV land for ya'!
2.thirtysomething.What
more can I say about this depressing, yuppie program that
hasn't been said, other than
"Gary's dead."
3.AII soap operas.
Okay...okay—so hate me. I'll
admit
used to be a faithful fan of'Guiding Light" and
"Days of Our Lives," but after
awhile, I could only take so
many relationships failing and
rekindling.
4. Married... With Children.This program gives the
term "dysfunctional family" a
new meaning. Despite the
sitcom's attempt at comedy,
it's childish and sickening.
Every week it's the same
thing—brother and sister exchange potshots ateach other;
husband and wife then do the
same—occasionally, another
character or two is thrown in,
but it's all the same to me.
5. Any speech made by
President Bush. They're always boring, long-winded,
usually at the time of my favorite TV program.

Jill Berryman
External City Editor

1.Growing Pains.It makes
me doubt the intelligence of humans when this clunker regularly ended up in the Top 10.
Just when reality TV was becoming popular, the Cleavers
show up on prime time again.
2. America's Funniest
Home Videos. This show
should be retitled America's
Stupidest People Who Will Do
Anything For Money.In a time
of economic recession, is it really fair to be giving $15,000 a
week away to people who push
their children's birthday cakes
and film it? It's almost as legitimate as professional wrestling.
3. America's Funniest
People. The same goes for
this loser too. I'm just waiting
for the day when someone who
flagellates the Star Spangled
Banner will win.Really classy.
4. Punky Brewster. I really hate this one.A little twirp
who dresses like a whino befriends an old curmudgeon
photographer who takes her
in. Like DSS would ever let
this happen. From the network who brought you Misfits
ofScience(Thanks Chris).
5. Full House.The kind of
show that's so unrealistic it
makes little kids hate their
own real families. Cute Dads,
cute kids,plenty of money and
22 minute morality plays every week. What else could I
want? An Uzi.

1. Lost in Space.Was this
show corny or what!?Thecrew
always seemed to be hovering
around the same bolder. Was
that robot thing supposed to
represent the future because
if so, we're all in big trouble
and there is no escaping a
black hole.
2. Hard Copy/A Current
Affair/Inside Edition.They
are all clumped together
because there is no difference,
they all give journalism a bad
name. It's like The Enquirer
on the tube. This stuff gives
journalists a bad name.
3.Dance Fever.The takeoff for Star Search. What ever
happened to Denny Terio
anyway? Who were those
couples who boogied away on
that hi-tech disco dance' floor,
and who designed their
fabulous costumes?
4. Different Strokes. For
different folks is right. That
Kimberly chick could not act,
she couldn't even smile
without looking like she just
had major doses of Novocain.
Even though Mr. Drummond
had a heart of gold, he was
just too white.
5. Knight Rider. Come on,
a talking car? The car was
smarterthan David Hasselhoff.
Someone should have told him
the age old rule of not playing
opposite children, animals or
talking vehicles.

Student pla right explores sensitive topics
By Kristin L. Chasse
Verbatim Staff Writer
She appeared to be like any
other college student. But,tan
from spring break and frenzied
by a hectic semester, Jennifer
Dominicci is unlike most. She
is a playwright,with high hopes
for a future in the theater.
Hailing from Boston,
Dominicci is a senior English
majorconcentrating in creative
writing. In between classes,
tutoring at the Writing Center,
working in the costume shop at
Hauck Auditorium, and serving as an academic advisor for
first-year students,she tries to
perfect her craft.
Her interest in writing plays
developed during a workshop
format English class, in which
the students worked one-on-one
with the professor. For the final
assignment Dominicci decided,
"I know I can write strong dialogue. I just wanted to see if I

could write in play form."
Not enough people are fortunate enough to getinto workshop classeq," Dominicci said.
She said she was lucky to Have
had the opportunity to take a
theater workshop.She noted it
was difficult to make the
changeover from writing for
English to writing for theater.
The different people in the two
fields have varying ideas on
what is dramatic. "Trying to
gear yourself to others' expectations makes writing hard."
Dominicci takes many approachesto hercraft."Sometimes
Ican write 10pages withoutstopping. Other times, I get stuck."
She spoke at length about
creatingthecharactersfora play.
She researches the background
of her characters in her own
mind. A character history must
exist,asubtext,orthe play would
be flat, she said. Character history may not be provided for
readers or viewers of a play, but
itgivesthecharacters reasons to

do or say certain things.
Dominicci has had some
success in her pursuit of play
writing. She submitted "Abandoning The Shore"to the Festival of New Works at the
Penobscot Theater in Bangor
least year. It was selected as a
prize-winner and given a dramatic staged reading.
Although the plot centers on
a gay man, his AIDS-stricken
lover and euthanasia, she said
thatthefocusis noton thesexual
orientation ofthecharacters,but
on condition that affects everyone. "The play explores what
people will do, what they will
sacrifice,for a person they love."
"Abandoning The Shore"
was to be produced on campus,
but ran into trouble. Due to a
late startin production and the
numerous commitments ofthe
students involved, Icominicci
terminated the project."There
were five creative minds going
in five directions,"and the other
students deviated from the

scripttochange itfrom a drama
to a comedy, she said. "That's
not what the play is about. But
it wasn't a bad experience — it
was a learning experience, "
said the author.
Dominicci named dark comedy writers Edward Albee,
Harvey Firestein and Christopher Durang as her greatest
influences.They all write from
theirown life experiencesabove
a subtext of pain. She said she
admires these playwrights because "There's truth to what
they say even though it's told
through humor... Not so much
my style, but my sense of humor follows their writings."
Presently, Dominicci is submitting a second edition of her
play to various repertory companies and publishers. She
changed "Abandoning The
Shore" to a darker dramatic
play. The man suffering with
AIDS actively and deceitfully
seeks outaloverto help him end
his life. "I think a lot of people

would be opposed to it because
ofthe connotations ... yet ifI can
provoke the slightest thought,
even if they hate the play,then
I've hit upon something."
The Penobscot Theater and
The American Repertory Theater of Cambridge, Massachusetts have expressed some interest in producing the play
but will not make their final
decisions until April.
After graduation Dominicci
plans to pursue a writing career.Shefeelsthatshe hasfound
a spot in the theater to write
with freedom and creativity.
"Theater's not consistent.
It's difficult to make substantial money in it," she said. Yet,
she holds on to a positive outlook."I have youth, I'll be fresh
out of college, no ties_ I'll use
that to my advantage."
With enthusiasm and a realistic tone she said, "Writing
is primarily what I like to do.I
have to compromise in order to
do what I really want to do."
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Russian jazz
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"It's a majorthing to be deal- York
nearly 50 years ago.
ing with a fledgling country,"
Marrs lived for 11 years in
he said.
Costa Rica working as a kettle
Stratton said a musician's dru
m player for the National
life can be bitter in an unstable Sym
phony Orchestra.
homeland and that is the case
He would like to share the
in Russia right now.
Salsa jazz variation with the
"There's no money for musi- Russ
ians because hethinksthey
cians,"he said."The equipment
don't know much about it.
is shoddy; you can't replace it
"Despiteties with Cuba,I don't
or repair it and you can't buy
think the m usic wasbroughtback
music."
to the people," he said.
The group will be bringing
Marrs said he is hoping to
supplies to their host families
go to Russia with "wide eyes"
because doing otherwise,
seeking "exposure."
Stratton said, would "be an
The group will visit St. Peimposition."
tersburg June 1, and the
They will spend 70 percent Mus
orgsky group will be in the
of their visit conducting workU.S. June 16. Each group is
shops; the remaining time will
responsible for raising the
be spend performing and ex$8,000 to make it all happen.
ploring unfamiliar territory.
So far the UMaine delegaMarrs' specialty is a spicy tion is
relying on donations and
kind of music called "salsa." A the
proceeds from raffling a cafusion of Latin American mu- noe
(the winner will be drawn
sic and Afro-Caribbeanjazz,the
April 18.)Interested donors can UMaine musici
ans(L to R)Camille Curtis
style was developed in New cont
,Bob Roman and John Buc
act Stratton at 581-1256.
an upcoming performance in
kley practice for
St. Petersburg, Russia.(Bo
urassa photo.)

Fiddler on the Roof
other plays and musicals presente
d at sad timesthese people had taw
through." them to understand
the UMaine.
acting as the proHardy feels this musical has curr
ent fessional actor does."
In fact, the whole cast has studied
cultural relevance.
Jewish folklore and history to bett
Hardy's enthusiasm for thea
er
ter was
"Maine is a very homogeneousstat
e," reflected in the spirit the
understand the culture they would
cast displayed
be she said. "In a time of racism,
even in in learning the char
portraying.
acteristic Russian
our presidential contenders, the
only Jewish accentto make the
Fiddler on the Roof is a musical
production as
way to diminish ignorance is to hav
e an real as possible.To work on
about the plight of the Jews in post
accent,Hardy
- understanding and apprecia
tion of had Anatole Wiecic,
revolution Russia. The play's director
UMaine associate
, another's culture."
Dr. Sandra Hardy, wanted the show
professor of music, and Serg
to
e Levin,
Hardy stressed this and all producbe as authentic as possible. Hardycall
professor of mathematics, both
ed tions are,after all,learning expe
Russian
riences Jews, to tutor the cast
upon the Rabbi Shoshana Perry ofCon
. They worked
- for students.
gregation Beth El in Bangor, to talk
hard to make the accent sou
to
nd right.
"Most people, even members of the
the cast about Jewish blessings
"Sandra is a very challeng
and cast, may not understand the
ing and
work that demanding director
rituals, history and Jewish pride.
," said Margaret
goes into acting in a production,"
she Anich, who plays Golde.
"I have learned a lot about this impor"She demands
said. want to teach these people
the a lot ofher actors and a
tant and underestimated culture," Fiits
lot
from herself."
ch 'nature of ensemble'—that is, that
actsaid.'This musical is really. beautiful
"If you work with Sandra,
be- ing is an interdependent proc
you can't
ess and help but learn," Rich
cause it captures the wonderful times and
said. "She is so
requires a sense of community. I wan
t knowledgeable and pass
ionate about

from page V1
theater, and is willing to
share."
Hardy wanted to promote the
theory
of ensemble in the cast by
having each
cast member write up a
personal history of their character.Sinc
e each character has a history, the play
ers all feel
part of a bigger whole.
'This was all quite a lear
ning experiencefor me,"said Jenn Curt
is,who plays
Tevye's daughter, Shprintz
e. "Sandra
doesn't want anybody to
say 'I'm just in
the chorus if asked abou
t our part."
With all of the dedicati
on and research of the cast, Fidd
ler promises to
be culturally enlighte
ning and a good
evening's entertainment.
Fiddler performances are
April 2-4
at 8 p.m., and April 3,
at 5 and 2 p.m..
Tickets are $10,or free with
UMaine ID.
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•Profile

Troiano likes finding hidden treasures in literature
By Mike Werts

Volunteer Writer
Professor James Troiano is the department chair of Foreign Languages and Classics at the University of Maine. As an expert
in Latin American theater,Troiano has spent
his life studying foreign culture.
Troiano became interested in Spanish
while growing up in Elizabeth, New Jersey,
but did not become involved in theater until
he enrolled in Rutgers University. He said
he majored in Spanish because of Rutgers'
"dynamic" foreign languages department.
After graduating with a Bachelor of Arts
in 1966,Troiano attended the State University of New York at Buffalo, where he earned
both his Master's Degree and his Ph.D.
In 1975,Troiano became an instructor at
UMaine. He became an associate professor
in 1980 and was appointed chair of the
department in 1990. Troiano has also done
graduate work in Spain and research in
Mexico.
Students and faculty say they .admire
Troiano's integration of theater and teaching style.
"He makes the characters come alive,"
said Virginia Walsh, originally from Mexi-

co City, Mexico. Walsh is an administrative
associate in the department, who took Troiano's Contemporary Latin American Short
Stories course last semester.
Doreen Copp, a senior Psychology and
Spanish major from Bucksport, agreed.
"He acts out the parts," Copp said. Copp
also said Troiano is really open to students,
and is always interested in the material he's
teaching.
Troiano is a faculty advisor to foreign
study programs in Spain and serves on the
Seville Center Policy Committee Council of
International Educational Exchange. He is
also advisor to a study program in Alicante,
Dominican Republic.
Troiano is currently on the Overseas
Study Committee and is an advisor to foreign language tutors. He also served on the
Ad-Hoc committee in 1989 and the department policy advisory committee.
In addition to his duties at UMaine,Troiano writes articles about Latin American
literature and theater. lie began his publishing career with theater reviews while at
SUNY Buffalo.
Troiano considers his most memorable
articles to be about Roberto Ant, a Latin
American writer well known as a novelist,

Professor James Troiano, chair of the Department of Foreig
n Language and
Classics.(Sampson Photo)
but unknown as a playwright.
That is, until Troiano reviewed his work
and published articles about it. According to
Troiano, Ant is now considered one of the
most important playwrights.
"I like to find things [to research] that
other people don't read about," Troiano said.

Although Troiano does not review individual plays anymore, he still writes longer
&cies on Latin American fine arts.
Trojan() said although Maine is not the
most ideal location for a Spanish program,a
good program is simply "a matter of good
professors."

•Land rights

Former East, West Germans argue property
By Terrence Petty

center of a major custody battle, but it is.
"My grandfather died in that house in
1964 and my father is giving it to me. I only
ZEESEN, Germany (AP) — "Enter at
want what's legally mine," says Regina
your own risk," reads a sign on the lawn in
Hemp of west Berlin.
front of Bernd Drescher's rickety abode. A
The Drescher-Hemp home is among about
Dalmatian barks out an alert,straining against
2 million east German properties claimed by
a chain.
•
people who were either exiled or moved
"It's a message to people trying to take
voluntarily to the west during the decades
this house," says Drescher, one of many
that the east was a communist nation.
eastern Germans defending their homes
The properties include houses, businessagainstclaims by former owners in the West.
es, and vast tracts of land.
The Drescher home sits in a jungle of
The land rush began in 1990 when the two
weeds and refuse. The front part of the halfGerman nations agreed that, after unificaremodeled home is a crumbling stucco aftion, dispossessed east German exiles would
fair with a dirt floor and a bricked-up winhave the right to reclaim their homes instead
dow.
of accepting government compensation.
It's hard to imagine the residence in this
Many property disputes have turned ugly.
little city south of Berlin could be at the
The weekly newspaper Die Zeit told of
Associated Press Writer

one east German buying explosives to blow
up his house if he is ordered to leave. Another east German has vowed to set his home on
fire with gasoline, the newspaper said.
Detlef Dalk,a politician in the east German community of Zepernick, hanged himself after a westerner claimed Dalk's residence.
The federal government says under the
unity pact most east Germans will not have
to give up their homes to the original owners, as long as they can prove they acquired
the properties in legal transactions. Renters
are also protected as long as they have
leases.
tiongtheless, nearly two years after unification,only about 3 percent ofthe property
claims have been settled.
The situation is complicated by court

disputes over the legality ofCommunist-era
property purchases and leases,and vanished
documents that would prove who the original owner was.
Moreover,the government still has not set
up a fund to pay original owners who choose
compensation over restitution, meaning there
is little incentive for quick settlements.
The opposition Social Democrats say
the "restitution before compensation" rule
is a disaster and are demanding it be changed.
Ms. Hemp and her father moved to West
Berlin in 1952. Her grandfather stayed behind, and the leesen house was expropriated by the Communists upon his death.
Drescher says he refuses to move because apartments are scarce in eastern Germany and he's already spent a lot of time and
money improving the rear part of the house.

Call the shots

Take the heat

Be responsible

Revel in authority
The Maine Campus is now accepting applications

for the position of editor for the fall'92 semester. Requirements are:
At least one semester newswriting (at The Campus)
At least a 2.5 GPA
At least wait until March 30 to pick up an application at The Maine Campus
i
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Your Daily
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F TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Original ideas hold a fascination for you born on
this date. You have a way with people,
putting them at ease in stressful social situations. More care should be taken to maintain contact with the friends you've made. A
lack of attention could cause some wonderful friendships to slip through the cracks.

Hut - you

deA I

-

ARIES (March 20 — April 19): Unless
your intentions are made clear, a friendly
gesture could be interpreted as something
more by a love struck acquaintance. Get
things straightened out quickly.

IL
Calvin and Hobbes
COJNIN LIBRAR1 REFERENCE
DESK., PLEASE HELLO?
'(ES. I NEED A WORD
DECIN ITION

by Bill Watterson
SEE IF I EVER 10IE
FOR 114EIR TAX LEVIES

h

GEMINI(May 21 — June 20): Don't let
unsubstantiated rumors throw you,they have
no basis in fact. Decisions made in haste
have regrettable consequences. Things will
become clearer shortly.

4
.
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Doonesbury
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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by Mike Peters

GEE AMEN
M' WIFE I MET A
REAL INDIAN CHIEF
S4E WONT BELIEVE
IT. 5A4;MIND IF
I SMOKE Fs,
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AN EFFICIENT OFFICE

CANCER(June 21 —July 22): Attempts
to enlist the aid of others lead to frustration.
Everyone has their own agenda to follow,so
you may as well do the same. A romantic
reception lifts you.
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): When a disagreement spirals out of control, someone
has to be the voice of reason if a riot is to be
avoided. Leave the question of right and
wrong for another day.
VIRGO(Aug.23— Sept. 22): Keep your
eyes open as a seemingly minor occurrence
could provide the key to an important caree
r
opportunity. Seize the moment as it may
be
fleeting.
LIBRA(Sept 23 —Oct.23): Bringing
joy
to the one you love is the surest way to
selffulfillment, as well as ensuring a new
level
of trust and intimacy between you.
An
evening to remember is yours.
SCORPIO (Oct.23— Nov. 21): Getti
ng
to know a new colleague is aformi
dable task
considering the pains they have gone
to to
keep their emotional distance.

COLUMBO DISCOVERS AME
Shoe

TAURUS(April 20— May 20): Tune out
those who are anxious to say "I Told You
So"after a small setback and concentrate on
advice that you receive from those who
really care about you.

by Jeff MacNelly

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec.
21):
Conflicting astral influences temp
t you to
test your limits while at the same
time advising you to take it easy! Follow
the latter
impulse and avoid stress.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan.
19): A
craving for romance drives
you to distraction and consumes your every
thought. The
only way to satiate this desir
e is an evening
of sensual pleasure.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb.
18): An
indecisive frame of mind could
make every
decision a tough call, if you
care that much.
a confused emotional
state suggests you
ponder the issues.
PISCES(Feb. 19 — Marc
h 19): Get your
priorities in order. Though
it is tempting to
dive into a work related
problem, there are
more pressing issues at home
to be addressed

"
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Your Daily
Horoscope
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By Carl Paul
* * *

For Saturday March 28

Calvin and Hobbes

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
like living well and see no reason to skimp on
the comforts that money can buy. You have a
talent for developing profitable money making ideas, and you're not shy about promoting them. Impulsive and impatient, your tendency to be blunt can cause problems that
could be prevented with a little foresight.

I DONT NEED
A BAT1-1 I
CAN STAY CLEAN
il1-t001- ONE!

TAURUS(April 20 — May 20): An exciting change of pace brings about a romantic
interlude with a current love or a charming
acquaintance you meet in a new environment! Pack up for a getaway.
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MAN, I'M
WING. 44.44NT
TO GO GRAB
5CSIE aIFFEE,

SCORPIO(Oct. 23 — Nov. 21): The astral
perspective spices up your love life and a small
stakes gamble could pay off big,so don't hesitate to take a chance in business or romance.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22— Dec.21):The
fiscal outlook brightens due to a fresh source
of income or a long awaited loan approval.
Reconciliation with a past love is sparked by
an astral influence.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22—Jan.19): Good
news is a source of joy which manifests
itself in all phases of your life. By channeling the increased energy you provide a
springboard to greater gains.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb. 18): A
longed-for purchase comes within reach
when a windfall provides the means.Stretch
your money as far as possible by shopping
around for the best deal.
PISCES(Feb.19 — March 19): Romance is
in bloom before the flowers as an investigation
from a scheming friend results in an intriguing
encounter with a charming stranger.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS

LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 23): Celebrate
your status as a star achiever at home by
inviting a few friends over for a casual get
together. Romance flourishes through tenderness and understanding.

C 44192 wricrce3444.44445

Doonesbury

LEO(July 23 — Aug.22): Unbridles vitality enables you to make favorable strides
toward a career goal or the solution to a
personal, dilemma. Your mood attracts fascinating company.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Standing
firm does nothing to improve your current
situation, so take a pro-active stance. Use
creativity to break out of the personal and
fiscal rut you've lapsed into.

N\

k

GEMINI(May 21 — June 20): A firmer
grasp on relevant issues helps you to forge
ahead with career plans. Love ties also take
a turn for the better due to an uncanny
understanding of inner needs.
CANCER(June 21—July 22): Unexpected developments could turn your life upside
down,establishing a new course for personal growth. The depth of your emotional
response surprises you.

1

Loc., flL LICK
MYSELF CLEA,N
11-IATS NW' NO88ES
DOES! SEE I'M
GETTING C11.14,
1
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"991.

ARIES(March 20— April 19): Stay alert
to evolving trend and the information you
gather can be sued to advance your career. If
single, someone you've had your eye on
finally responds.

by Bill Watterson
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24
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the sun
33
In the past
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37
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1301

20 Win by
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44 Legal writ
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61

Circus
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63
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Coast Guard
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22 Displayed
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27 Frozen water
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Blackthorn
42
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31 LA woe
QOM IMMO MOO IS Minuet. e g
Get answers to any three clues
34 —
monster
WOW WOUOIS WOUU 17 Emulate
35 Change of a five by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420MOGI TRO LI Ursnial Hammer
35 Wedding words 5656(75e each minute).

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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* Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
*

Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.

Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of $299 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Summer jobs are hard to find
between the job-search process this year
and in the past is that many businesses are
not advertising the job openings they have
this year. Marquez said.
She explained many businesses already
have a number of resumes and applications
in their files and do not need to advertise
openings. However, she said these
employers would accept additional resumes
and applications if students found out about
the jobs.
Marquez said students need to knock on
doors, look through the yellow pages and
find ways to network by getting inside
information and making contacts.
"Employers like to see initiative," she
said.
So students will have a "plan B"in case
a job opportunity falls through, Marquez
said students should also contact past
employers.
Paige Bowdoin,ajunior in liberal studies,
said she has a part-time job now but is
looking for something full-time this summer.
Bowdoin said she has not been able to
find a summer job yet because many

from page 1

opportunities require more experienced
applicants.
Because she depends on the money
she earns during the summer to pay her
tuition, she said it will be difficult to pay
for college if she does not find a full-time
summer job.
"I'll probably make it, but it will be a lot
harder," Bowdoin said.
Amy Nazzaro, a senior French major,
said she expects to be 'waitressing this
summer but would like to find something
different.
"I'm looking for a change of pace," she
said.
Nazzaro said she uses a loan to pay her
tuition but depends on summer earnings for
living expenses.
She said many of her friends are working
part-time and are having a tough time finding
full-time work because of the state of the
economy.
"I hope it's turning around," Nazzaro
said.
Sophomore Jason Harris said he has
been looking for a summer job for about a

month and has had no luck.
Harris said he has seen as many jobs out
there this year, but not the well- paying ones
that existed in the past.
Harris depends on his summer income to
pay his tuition and said if he does not find a
good-paying job, he will not be able to
return next semester and will have to work
longer at a lower paying job, which he has
done before.
"If they keep raising tuition it's going to
be even longer," he said.
Marquez said internships are also an
important option for students this summer.
She said most internships do not pay well,
but in the long run the experience is
beneficial.
Patty Counihan,associate director ofthe
Career Center, said students will have a
better chance of finding an internship this
summer than of finding a good full-time
job.
Counihan said employers cannot make
the commitment to hire full-time
employees now, but can afford to hire
part-time interns.

•Regarding Memory

When the economy does turn around,she
said these employers will already have trained
employees to hire.
"Employers hire for skills, not majors,"
she said.
Counihan said the Ca;eer Center provides
a great deal of information on internship
opportunities. Internship directories and
individual listings by major are located in
the Career Center; she said.
"It's the smartest thing anybody can do.
It gives you a chance to prove what you can
do, find out if it's what you want to do and
make contacts," she said.
Marquez said if students have not started
looking for a summer job yet, they should
start now.
She said the part-time and summer
employment program received many new
job listings before spring break and has
received many since. The listings are
constantly updated, she said, and students
should continue to check with the program
right up until they leave campus.
"I hope students don't feel so discouraged
that they give up," Marquez said.

•Hard knocks

Amnesiac gets reacquainted with family
By Laura Baenen
Associated Press Writer
MINNEAPOLIS(AP)— Stephen Curry
is trying to refill his blank memory,trying to
relearn who he is, who his family is, and
where he's been.
After being missing for five weeks, the
42-year-old teacher turned up at the door of
his childhood home.
Curry has learned that he has a wife and
six children, and that his father died two
years ago.
"He wanted to know a lot ofthings about
his family and what he did and stuff," his
brother, James Curry, said Wednesday.
"He said, 'Tell me things that I might
need to know."
Stephen Curry disappeared Feb. 17 after
telling his wife he was going hunting.
Police found his van that day parked
at his favorite hunting and hiking area on
the Vermillion River near Red Wing,
about 45 miles southeast of Minneapolis.
Intense searches continued in that area
until March 9.
On Tuesday, he walked up to his
childhood home, a farm near Litchfield, 65
miles west of Minneapolis and just over 100
miles from the spot where his van was
found.
"I don't know who I am," he told the
woman who answered the door, Sharon
Reinke. "I don't know where I am. But

something seems familiar."
"Why, you're Stephen Curry," Reinke
told him.
"I am?" he responded.
Reinke called Curry's mother and
brother.
Reinke said Curry told her he had
hitchhiked to Litchfield from
Minneapolis after a reference to a
highway rang a bell.
He recognized the gravel road that leads
to the farm, got out of the vehicle he was
riding in, and walked the last two miles, he
told the family.
"He really didn't seem to have any
recognition of us," his wife, Carol, said.
"He responded to us as a friend would
rather than as a husband or a father. Mostly
he'd ask questions and everything we said
to him we had to give him the background
information."
James Curry said his brother looked to
be in good health, and was clean and neat
except for five weeks' growth of beard,
which he shaved Wednesday.
He had only $40 and a comb in his
pockets.
George Dawson, a staff psychiatrist at
St. Paul-Ramsey Medical Center in St. Paul
and an assistant professor at the University
of Minnesota Medical School,said there are
many causes for memory loss, including a
concussion, hardening of the arteries,
strokes, tumors, seizures, and a toxic or

WRION!
The Guest Lecture Series presents Big Bill,
the one-time Bruin, Blazer, Clipper(cough!)
and Celt, on April 2,8pm at the Maine
Center for the Arts—admission is free.
William is as comfortable discussing politics
as he was at throwing the outlet pass, so
make a point to see the center at the Center!

metabolic problem such as a reaction to
medicine.
Curry has been told that he was a music
teacher and sports coach at First Baptist
Schools in the St. Paul suburb of
Rosemount.
Relatives have shown him family
photographs in hopes of jogging his
memory.
James Curry said his brother was very
surprised to learn he had six children,ranging
from 7 to 17 years old.
"He was upset when he learned our
father had passed away a couple of years
ago," he added.
"All he told us is that he remembers
running in the woods and falling. He was
hunting in the woods. I'm sure that's
what he was thinking of," Mrs. Curry
said.
"He remembers that he took a very long
bus ride faraway.That's all he remembers,"
she said.
Stephen Curry was resting Wednesday
at his brother's home in Litchfield, and
plans to undergo a medical examination in a
few days,his wife said. He declined a request
for an interview.
Red Wing Police Detective Craig Lunde
said police hope to talk with Curry in a few
days.
"We'd loved to talk to him. We're not
making any comments until after we talk to
him. We may never" conunent,Lunde said.

Woman crashes
into Wells' rock
Wednesday
A woman collided with the large rock in
front of Wells Commons with her car
Wednesday evening after suffering an
epileptic seizure while driving down Long
Road,according to the University of Maine
Department of Public Safety.
Donna M.Courtemanche,44,of Athens.
Maine, lost control of her Dodge Caravan
and failed to turn at the corner of Long Road
near Wells Commons. Her car ran into the
large rock which stands outside the dining
commons.
An ambulance responded at 8:37 p.m.
and Courtemanche was brought to Eastern
Maine Medical Center. She was later
released.
About$7,000 worth ofdamage was done
to the vehicle. The rock had no visible
damage except for paint left from the car.

Don't play with mud.
It stinks.

Distinguished
Lecture Series
Jeffrey Simpson
"Canada's Constitutional
Crisis: Prospects for
Resolution"
12:00 Wednesday, April 1
Bodwell Lounge,
Maine Center for the Arts

This presentation is made possible
by
the Cultural Affairs Committee and
the Canadian—American Center
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Summer jobs are hard to find
between the job-search process this year
and in the past is that many businesses are
not advertising the job openings they have
this year. Marquez said.
She explained many businesses already
have a number of resumes and applications
in their files and do not need to advertise
openings. However, she said these
employers would accept additional resumes
and applications if students found out about
the jobs.
Marquez said students need to knock on
doors, look through the yellow pages and
find ways to network by getting inside
information and making contacts.
"Employers like to see initiative," she
said.
So students will have a "plan B"in case
a job opportunity falls through, Marquez
said students should also contact past
employers.
Paige Bowdoin,ajunior in liberal studies,
said she has a part-time job now but is
looking for something full-time this summer.
Bowdoin said she has not been able to
find a summer job yet because many
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opportunities require more experienced
applicants.
Because she depends on the money
she earns during the summer to pay her
tuition, she said it will be difficult to pay
for college if she does not find a full-time
summer job.
"I'll probably make it, but it will be a lot
harder," Bowdoin said.
Amy Num°, a senior French major,
said she expects to be waitressing this
summer but would like to find something
different.
"I'm looking for a change of pace," she
said.
Nazzaro said she uses a loan to pay her
tuition but depends on summer earnings for
living expenses.
She said many of her friends are working
part-time and are having a tough time finding
full-time work because of the state of the
economy.
"I hope it's turning around," Nazzaro
said.
Sophomore Jason Harris said he has
been looking for a summer job for about a

month and has had no luck.
Harris said he has seen as many jobs out
there this year, but not the well- paying ones
that existed in the past.
Harris depends on his summer income to
pay his tuition and said if he does not find a
good-paying job, he will not be able to
return next semester and will have to work
longer at a lower paying job, which he has
done before.
"If they keep raising tuition it's going to
be even longer," he said.
Marquez said internships are also an
important option for students this summer.
She said most internships do not pay well,
but in the long run the experience is
beneficial.
Patty Counihan,associate director ofthe
Career Center, said students will have a
better chance of finding an internship this
summer than of finding a good full-time
job.
Counihan said employers cannot make
the commitment to hire full-time
employees now, but can afford to hire
part-time interns.
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When the economy does turn around,she
said these employers will already have trained
employees to hire.
"Employers hire for skills, not majors,"
she said.
Counihan said the Career Center provides
a great deal of information on internship
opportunities. Internship directories and
individual listings by major are located in
the Career Center, she said.
"It's the smartest thing anybody can do.
It gives you a chance to prove what you can
do, find out if it's what you want to do and
make contacts," she said.
Marquez said if students have not started
looking for a summer job yet, they should
start now.
She said the part-time and summer
employment program received many new
job listings before spring break and has
received many since. The listings are
constantly updated, she said, and students
should continue to check with the program
right up until they leave campus.
"I hope students don't feel so discouraged
that they give up," Marquez said.

•Hard knocks

Amnesiac gets reacquainted with family Woman crashes
By Laura Baenen

Associated Press Writet
MINNEAPOLIS(AP)— Stephen Curry
is trying to refill his blank memory,trying to
relearn who he is, who his family is, and
where he's been.
After being missing for five weeks, the
42-year-old teacher turned up at the door of
his childhood home.
Curry has learned that he has a wife and
six children, and that his father died two
years ago.
"He wanted to know a lot ofthings about
his family and what he did and stuff," his
brother, James Curry, said Wednesday.
"He said, 'Tell me things that I might
need to know."
Stephen Curry disappeared Feb. 17 after
telling his wife he was going hunting.
Police found his van that day parked
at his favorite hunting and hiking area on
the Vermillion River near Red Wing,
about 45 miles southeast of Minneapolis.
Intense searches continued in that area
until March 9.
On Tuesday, he walked up to his
childhood home, a farm near Litchfield, 65
miles west of Minneapolis and just over 100
miles from the spot where his van was
found.
"I don't know who I am," he told the
woman who answered the door, Sharon
Reinke. "I don't know where I am. But

something seems familiar."
"Why,you're Stephen Curry," Reinke
told him.
"I am?" he responded.
Reinke called Curry's mother and
brother.
Reinke said Curry told her he had
hitchhiked to Litchfield from
Minneapolis after a reference to a
highway rang a bell.
He recognized the gravel road that leads
to the farm, got out of the vehicle he was
riding in, and walked the last two miles, he
told the family.
"lie really didn't seem to have any
recognition of us," his wife, Carol, said.
"He responded to us as a friend would
rather than as a husband or a father. Mostly
he'd ask questions and everything we said
to him we had to give him the background
information."
James Curry said his brother looked to
be in good health, and was clean and neat
except for five weeks' growth of beard,
which he shaved Wednesday.
He had only $40 and a comb in his
pockets.
George Dawson, a staff psychiatrist at
St. Paul-Ramsey Medical Center in St. Paul
and an assistant professor at the University
of Minnesota Medical School,said there are
many causes for memory loss, including a
concussion, hardening of the arteries,
strokes, tumors, seizures, and a toxic or

metabolic problem such as a reaction to
medicine.
Curry has been told that he was a music
teacher and sports coach at First Baptist
Schools in the St. Paul suburb of
Rosemount.
Relatives have shown him family
photographs in hopes of jogging his
memory.
James Curry said his brother was very
surprised to learn he had six children,ranging
from 7 to 17 years old.
"He was upset- when he learned our
father had passed away a couple of years
ago," he added.
"All he told us is that he remembers
running in the woods and falling. He was
hunting in the woods. I'm sure that's
what he was thinking of," Mrs. Curry
said.
"He remembers that he took a very long
bus ride far away.That's all he remembers,"
she said.
Stephen Curry was resting Wednesday
at his brother's home in Litchfield, and
plans to undergo a medical examination in a
few days,his wife said. He declined a request
for an interview.
Red Wing Police Detective Craig Lunde
said police hope to talk with Curry in a few
days.
"We'd loved to talk to him. We're not
making any comments until after we talk to
him. We may never" comment,Lunde said.
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Wednesday
A woman collided with the large rock in
front of Wells Commons with her car
Wednesday evening after suffering an
epileptic seizure while driving down Long
Road,according to the University of Maine
Department of Public Safety.
Donna M.Courtemanche,44,of Athens,
Maine, lost control of her Dodge Caravan
and failed to turn at the corner of Long Road
near Wells Commons. Her car ran into the
large rock which stands outside the dining
commons.
An ambulance responded at 8:37 p.m.
and Courtemanche was brought to Eastern
Maine Medical Center. She was later
released.
About $7,000 worth ofdamage was done
to the vehicle. The rock had no visible
damage except for paint left from the car.
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Hubris raising money

from page 1

of the size of the issue and reaction from
"I didn't agree with the stuff he was
other groups that fall under the administration doing and he didn't agree with the stuff I
was
of OCB. Carlson said.
doing ," Meletzke said.
"I didn't tell them about the money
"A lot of people left from here (OCB)
problem until after the issue was out," last semester and the interest for OCB
began
Carlson said.
to fade- that was when David took over.
Carlson said he had to go in front of the
"He is a very motivated person," he said.
Bumstock committee to get approval for the
Rich Aldrich, vice-president offinancial
benefit concert. He said OCB's approval of affairs at student government,said Whetstone
Hubris' method of financing of the third (the former name of Hubris)had been given
issue will depend on better communication $2,394 for last year's budget, and were
in the future.
given $2,800 this year.
Kurt Meletzke headed the OCB paper
Carlson said the one issue of Whetstone
until the end of last semester, when he published last semester cost around $700 to
relinquished the duties to Carlson. Meletzke produce, and after the first two issues of
said he had done it long enough.
Hubris came out,there was no money left in

the budget.
Aldrich said OCB asked for an additional
$8,000 for their budget at the beginning of
the semester, but was refused by the
Executive Budgetary Committee in student
government.
"The Senate didn't want to fund it
(Hubris) even if Student Government had
the additional $8,000," Aldrich said.
Carlson said the Hubris staff may request
$12,000 from student government, through
OCB, to produce the newspaper for the
1992-93 year.
"This year we gave $2,800for Whetstone,
which became Hubris, and as Hubris they
needed extra money, but we (student

government) didn't have it," Aldrich said.
Aldrich also said there may be a conflict
if student government increases OCB's
budget because of Hubris' costs.
"If they start writing articles on student
government and student government does
start funding Hubris, it becomes a delicate
situation," Aldrich said.
Hubris has already produced more issues
than its predecessor, and Carlson said he
feels it has had more of an impact than
Whetstone.
"I think a lot of people are reading Hubris
and are paying a lot of lip service to it. Our
goal is to get them to write in response to
what they read," he said

•Rodney King trial

Expert witness says use offorce by LAPD 'proper'
By Linda Deutsch
Associated Press Writer
SIMI VALLEY,Calif.(AP)— A retired
Los Angeles police captain who viewed the
videotape of police beating motorist Rodney
King over 100 times testified Wednesday
two viewings convinced him "the use of
force was proper."
Robert Michael, called as an expert
witness in the defense offour police officers
who beat King,said he saw "10 distinct uses
of force rather than one continuous use of
force."
Between each use offorce,he suggested,
the officers were stopping to evaluate the
situation.
Under cross-examination by defense

attorney John Barnett,Michael said he didn't Stanley Weisberg that a ruling last year
conclude until seeing the tape twice that all prohibited use of King's prison or parole
of the force was defensible.
records in the trial.
Michael also conceded the tape appeared
That ruling still stands even though the
brutal.
judge who made it was later removed from
Barnett represents Officer Theodore the case,the prosecutor contended. Weisberg
Briseno, who contends he tried to stop the put off making a decision.
beating when his colleagues, Sgt. Stacey
King was beaten March 3, 1991,after he
Koon and Officers Laurence Powell and was stopped for a traffic offense. A witness
Timothy Wind, were "out of control."
captured the beating on videotape and it was
Earlier, there was a brief interruption broadcast nationally.
as a defense lawyer asked permission to
The officers contend the beating was
call a parole agent as his next witness, justified because they feared King would
apparently to testify about King's criminal attack them or run away.
record.
Sgt.Charles L.Duke Jr.,a training officer,
Prosecutors objected,saying the officers testified an officer's"reasonable perception"
were on trial, not King.
of a suspect's intentions is more important
White also told Superior Court Judge than the person's actual intent in deciding

GIVE LIFE

whether to use force.
"If the officers' perception was that
Mr. King was getting to his feet to flee,
would the officer be justified in using a
baton to keep him in position so he couldn't
get up?" asked defense attorney Michael
Stone.
"Yes," said the witness.
Duke was rebutting prosecution claims
that King was never aggressive toward
officers,,
On cross-examination, he conceded that
officers also could have "unreasonable
pe eptions."
'And it's this jury's job to determine if
th4e defendants' perception was reasonable
or unreasonable, isn't it?" asked White.
"Yes," said the witness.

YSARTS

Orono Travel Stop
17 Stillwater Avenue
Orono, Maine • 827-3459

CITGO

We have CITGO quality gas, so come in to our
new convenience store located at
17 Stillwater Ave., Orono

Reek week
Blood

and let our fuel attendants cater to you!
Wide selection of freshly made sandwiches on our
famous homemade bread.

Daily Specials • Hot Dishes

DRIVe

CLIP AND SAVE

r52.00
April 7th
Memorial Gym, the "Pit"
1lam - 7pm
Come support the Greeks.
Give blood today.

—

—

$2.00 off

$2 U

All Deli Items
including Hot Food.

L$2.00

Limit one per customer per visit.
Offer expires March 31, 1992.

$2.00

CLIP AND SAVE

10p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 6a.m. to 12 midnight

Hours: Sun. - Thurs. 6a.m. to
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•Refugees

US returns Haitians to troubled Domin

ican Republic

By KEVIN NOBLET

After the coup, attention shifted to
the
"There is no work" in Haiti, Confidant
Associated Press Writer
plight of Haitian boat people seeking
all ages and even Dominicans of Hait
asy- said. "I ran out of money
ian
... The family has drscent were seiz
lum in the United States and to human
ed in the roundups,carried
rights nothing now."
SABANA GRANDE DE BOYA,
Do- abuse in Haiti itself. The United
out not only at bateys but in towns and
States interminican Republic (AP) — Tens of
For many years human rights groups
thou- cepted some 15,000 Hait
cities.
ians aboard the have denounce
sands of Haitians who fled or were
d conditions at Dominican
expelled boats, housed them at
Hundreds of thousands of Haitians live
Guantanamo Bay sugar cane
last year have returned to the Domi
plantations, where a mostly Hainican naval base on Cuba and ship
in
the
Dominican Republic, working in
ped them back. tian work forc
Republic and the harsh labor of its
e lives in rudimentary bar- cons
caneThree times that number or more
truc
tion and other jobs. About 40,000
are racks called bateys and even
fields.
the elderly and work on the bate
estimated to have crossed the border into
ys.
the children are routinely obli
Driven back by the crisis in their trou
ged to cut cane.
bled Dominican Republic.
The
depo
rtee
s
were hauled off in trucks
homeland, they risk being bounced
Most Dominicans refuse to perform the
across
"Many of them have returned to the
and summarily dumped across the bord
the border yet again: Dominican autho
er
back-breaking labor, which pays $2 to $4
rities Dominican Republic, and in
a by army troops. They were give
circumstances day.
n no time to
intend to renew t much-criticized prog
ram much worse than when they left
notify their families or to gather their
in the first
of mass deportation.
Rights abuse is not a new issue in the
place," said Edwin Paraison, an Angl
belo
ngings, human rights reports say.
ican bateys: in 1937,the Domi
Before the Sept. 30 coup in Haiti, West
nican army slaugh- priest who works with the Hait
Som
e 10,000 people were officially
ians
.
ern human rights agencies focused on
tered about 20,000 Haitian canecutters and
alEdmon Confidant, 56, left the Domi
deported between June 12, when Balaguer
ni- family members left unem
leged mistreatment of Haitians work
's
ployed by a crisis order was give
ing un- can Republic with his wife
n, and the Sept. 30 coup,
and 10 of his 15 in the suga
der slavelike conditions on state-run
r industry.
sugar children on Aug. 21.
when the program was suspended.
cane plantations in the Dominican Repu
An
Last summer, a new wave of criticism
blic.
"I sold everything I had when I left,
esti
mated 60,000,fearing the roundups,left
so I from abroad prompted
The hispanic nation shares the Cari
President Joaquin on their own
bbean wouldn't ever have to come
or with help from charity
back," he said. Balaguer
island of Hispanola with Haiti, a
to order the deportation of all
former
Now he is back. He said the economic
groups that organized buses.
French slave colony that is the hemisphe
under-age and elderly Haitians employed
re's paralysis in Haiti, crushed by a
in
Immigrations officials said in earl
five-month the fields.
poorest country.
y
trade embargo,sent the family packing agai
Marc
h that deportations would begin again
n.
According to rights groups, Haitians
of once the political crisis in Hait
i ends.
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•Cosmonaut

Russian finds
new world
By Gene Berman

WHY YOU SHOULD START PLANNING FO
RETIREMENT WITH YOUR EYES CLOSEDR
.
Wor retirement to be the time ofyour life, you

can add up quickly.
What else makes SRAs
so special? A broad range
of allocation choices, from
the safety of TIAA to the
investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity;
no sales charges; a variety of ways to
rece
income, including annuities, payments ive
over a
fixed period, or cash.You may also be
able to
borrow against your SRA accumulation
before you retire.*
All this, plus the top investment
management that has helped make TIAA-C
REF the
largest retirement system in the coun
try.
So start dreaming and planning for the
ofyour life. Because the sooner you start time
your
SRA,the greater your savings
and your retirement will be.

have to dream a little—about the thin
gs
you've always wanted to do: travel, expl
ore,
start a business. Just imagine...
With a dream and a plan, you can make
it
happen. Your pension and Social Secu
rity
should provide a good
basic retirement income,
but what about all those
extras that make your
dreams possible? You'll
probably need some
additional savings.
THE DREAM IS YOUR OWN
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH THE .
PLAN.
TIAA-CREF Supplemental Reti
rement

Annuities(SR/us), tax-deferred annuitie
s for
people like you in education and rese
arch, are
a good way to save for retirement and
save
on taxes now. SRA5 are easy—you make
contributions through your institution before your
taxes are calculated, so you pay less
tax now.
You pay no tax on
your SRA contributions
and earnings until you
receive them as income.
And saving regularly
means your contributions and their earnings

T
START PLANNING FOR THE
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, TOD
AY.
For your free TIAA-CREF
Supplemental
Retirement Annuity Kit,
send this coupon to
•
T1AA-C REF, Dept. QC.730
Third Avenue.
New York. NY 10017. Or
call 1 800 842-2733, Ext.

8016.

IV4Iffe (Please print)
AAA,.
Ca,

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it

Si,,,..

Zsp Code

/Purdah*(Full name)

TAryhme Plimer( )
TIAA-CREF &rel.-watt)

If ye., Sorsa(&coolly
0 NV 0 Ne
•I)epanding upon yoor institution'.
plan and the state you by< in (-REF annuiti
Pm more complete information.
es are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individ
im-luding charge. and expenses. rail 1100
ual 8 Institut...I Service,,
542-2733, Eat 6609 for•pr.-lap...cum.
Inc.
Read Me piospectue carefully before
you invest or used money

ARKALYK, Kazakhstan (AP)
—
Cosmonaut Sergei Krikalev needed smel
ling
salts after returning to Earth Wednesda
y,
and it's no wonder. Not only were his
legs
wobbly from his marathon space miss
ion,
but he was encountering the 10 mont
hs
worth of dizzying political upheaval in
his
homeland.
He and fellow Russian Alexander Volkov
— the Soviet Union's last cosmonauts
—
landed along with a German passenge
r on
the snowy plains of Kazakhstan after
being
replaced aboard the orbiting Mir spac
e
station by a new Russian crew.
Ground workers lifted Krikalev,Volkov
and German test pilot Klaus-Dietrich Flad
e
from their Soyuz TM-13 capsule, plac
ed
them in chairs, wrapped fur-lined
coats
around them and gave them hot brot
h to
drink. They wiped their brows and
took
their blood pressure, and the cosmonau
ts
smiled and waved at photographers.
Krikalev,whose uniform sleeve still bore
the letters "U.S.S.R." and the red
Soviet
flag, emerged last from the capsule.
He was given smelling salts and appe
ared
a bit dizzy as he adjusted to gravity
after 313
days in space, although a television
report
said later he was feeling "marvelous."
When the 34-year-old Krikalev (who
se
name is pronounced sur'-gay kree
k'-uhlawf) blasted off May 18, 1991, the
Soviet
universe had not yet collapsed. Mikh
ail S.
Gorbachev still was president,the
hammerand-sickle still flew proudly over
the
Kremlin,and the Communist Party
still held
power. And Krikalev's hometown
was still
Leningrad — it's since renamed
itself St.
Petersburg.'
Wednesday's Nezavisimaya Gaz,e
ta(The
Independent Newspaper)said Krik
alev had
made "a voyage through time."
"Krikalev's return after almost
one
year's absence is like a favorite
story out of
Soviet science fiction,in which
cosmonauts
who have spent a short time
in space return
to Earth, where ages have
gone by and
everything — everything — has
changed,"
Russian television said.
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• Black Bears to face Michigan St. in NCAA tourney

SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
obey Baker Finalist Info
Name.Team
Gp G A Pts
Scott Beattie, NMich38 23 44 67
Denny Felsner, Ntich38 34 46 80
Rob Gaudreau, Prov 35 21 33 54
Greg Johnson, NDak39 20 54 74
Dan Laperriere, StL 31
8 44 52
Larry Olimb, Minn 38 21 47 68
Scott Pellerin, UM 36 32 25 57
Jean-Yves Roy, UM34 32 24 56
Name,Team
W-L-T Gas Spct
D. Madeley, LSS 17-6-4 2.05 .916
D. Derksen, Wis 17-11-2 3.30 .893

Maine to host pep-rally in
rovidence
Friends of Maine Hockey and three
other organizations are sponsoring a pep
rally Saturday night prior to UMaine's
NCAA Hockey Quarterfinal game in
Providence.
The rally will begin at 5 p.m. at Players
Corner Pub in Providence and continue
until 7:30 p.m. The Black Bears will
play at 8:30 p.m.
Coach Shawn Walsh,the UM pep band
and Bananas will join the festivities
which will be held outside weather
permitting.
Players Club Pub is located at 194
Washington St., adjacent to the
Providence Civic Center.

Mainer earns All-American
owerlifting honors
According to Powerlifting Sports
Information Director Joe Roberts,Terry
Halliday of Norridgewock and the
University of Maine placed first in the
United States Powerlifting Federation
National competition held at Raleigh,
NC. March 14-15.
Halliday placed first by lifting a total of
1,736 pounds in the 275.5 pound weight
class.Thejunior physical education major
squatted 706 pounds, bench pressed 418
pounds and dead lifted 612 pounds en
route to the first •lace finish.

• Profile of Excellence - Carl Smith
• UMaine Baseball vs. Holy Cross, Hartford ppd.

•UMaine Hockey

MSU advances to face No. 1 UMaine

By Tim Hopley

Michigan State Spartans

Sports Editor
A seasons' worth
of hard work, sweat
and pain will begin to
come
together
Saturday night when
the University of
Maine hockey team
starts its quest for their ultimate goal, a
national championship.
The Black Bears will face the Michigan
State Spartans, 4-2 winners over Boston
University last night in the first round of the
NCAA Championships at the Providence
Civic Center. Face-off for the quarter-final
round game Saturday night is 8:30.
With a win, 11Maine would return to the
Final Four for the second consecutive year
and fourth time in the last five years.
Consistency has been the mostimportant
factor in the Black Bears' drive this season.
And, riding a season's best 15-game
unbeaten streak. UMaine appears to be
peaking at just the right time.
Led by Hobey Baker finalists Scott
Pellerin and Jean-Yves Roy — the pair have
scored at least a point in all but five games
each this season — the Black Bears are just
three steps(wins)away from capping a near
perfect season.
A popular question surrounding UMaine

Current Record: 23-10-8
Coach: Ron Mason (649-278-43)
Colors: Green and White
Arena: Munn Arena (6,170)
Let.Winners Ret-Lost: 17-7
Top Reg-Season Performers: G - Mike
Gilmore (33 gp, 14-9-7 3.11 pa). D - Joby
Messier(41gp,13g-15a-28),F-DwayneNorris
(41 gp. 40-38-78), Peter White (41 gp,26-4975), Bryan Smolinski(41 gp,28-33-61).
TopPlay-offPerformers:G-Gilmore(21 2.67 gaa.), D - Peneault(4 gp,3-1-4), Steve
Norton(4 gp,0-2-2),F - Norris(4 gp,477-11),
White(4 gp,4-7-11), Steve Suk(4 gp, 14-5).
Spartan's at a glance:
A seven game unbeaten streak opened the
season (5-0-2)for MSU. After finishing 1718-5 last year. the Spartans have rebounded
this week has been the subject of the
goaltenders. Who will start Saturday night?
"You can ask, but you won't get an
answer from me," Black BearCoach Shawn
Walsh said Thursday afternoon.
History says when both sophomore Mike
Dunham and junior Garth Snow have been
available, they have alternated starting
assignments. Since Dunham started the
Hockey Eastchampionship game two weeks
ago, smart money says Snow, right?
Walsh won't tip his hand,but a closer look
shows Snow is 2-2 with a 4.25 goals against

behind the nation's leading returning scorer
from a season ago (Norris) and strong
goaltending from fifth-year senior Gilmore.
Norris was named the CCHA Player of
the Year while the team is 7-1-1 in its last
eight games.
Messier and Nicholas Perreault are key
figures on defense. Messier is also the cousin
of New York Rangers' star Mark Messier.
Coach Mason is the father-in-law of
UMaine Coach Shawn Walsh and holds a 63-1 career advantage in head-to-head
competition. The Black Bears have won the
last two meetings, however.
Current Team Stats:
Power Plays 68-of-275
.752
Pen. Killing 44-of-252
.825
Goals: For - Against
190-135
average in his career versus the Spartans while
Dunham has never faced MSU.
Not knowing who the opponent would be
until last night hasn't hurt the Black Bears
though. According to Walsh, the team has
gone about their work in what the eighthyearcoach would call a good week ofpractice.
"The majority of the time we worked on
our own team this week," Walsh said.
"Specifically the special teams. Michigan
State has an explosive power play and they
play a different penalty killing style. We're
Sec UM-MSU on page 20

•Profile of Excellence

The best ofthe Black Bears looks back
By Chad Finn
Sports Writer

Over the past four years, Carl Smith has
dazzled numerous University of Maine
football fans with his brilliant running skills,
fancy moves and blazing speed.Soon,Black
Bear rooters may be seeing Smith provide
those same thrills to fans of the National
Football League.
Smith recently participated in the
invitation-only NFL Scouting Combine in
Indianapolis, where top college players
eligible for the NFL draft gather to
lajuwon files grievance
demonstrate their various abilities to pro
scouts.
Hakeem Olajuwon's agent, Leonard
After competing against nationallyArmato.filed a grievance againstthe Houstor renowne
d running backs such as Ohio State's
Rockets for suspending the six-time All
Carlos Snow and Florida State's Amp Lee at
Star center for refusing to play after being the camp,Smith
returned from the three-day
given medical clearance.
event confident about his showing.
The Rockets suspended Olajuwon on
"I was really happy with my performance
Monday for refusing to suit up after
(in Indianapolis)," Smith said."Iran the 40doctors gave him clearance to play. The
yard dash in 4.64 seconds, which was third
Rockets believe Olajuwon is faking the
among all running backs,and I placed in the
hamstring injury as leverage in a bid for
top three at my position in all of the tests
a new contraci
except the bench press. Overall, I was
extremely pleased."
lack Bears postponed
Smith said he was told he will be drafted
somewhere between the fifth and eighth
UMaine's weekend games scheduled
round in next month's draft.
against Holy Cross and Hartford have
"All I want is to get drafted and get a shot
been postponed.
with a team that needs running backs,"
The Black Bears and Hawks will meet
Smith said, noting that scouts from the
for a four-game series Tuesday and
Cincinnati Bengals appeared to be the most
Wednesday in Hartford.
impressed with his showing.
No make-up with the Crusaders has
But according to UMaine Coach Kirk
been set.
Ferentz,it's tough to tell from the combines
See MR. SMITH on page 19

Senior Carl Smith will graduate in May holding 10 University of Maine
football
records, including most career yards with 4,025.(Kiesow photo)
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•Major League Baseball

Toronto, Boston appear as front runners in AL East
By Ben Walker
AP Baseball Writer

Triple-A)and shortstop Eddie Zosky.

Boston Red Sox

In a division where players, managers,
management and stadiums change like no
other,one thing is still the same this season in
the American League East: the race for the
title is between Boston and Toronto.
This winter the Blue Jays signed big-name
free agents Jack Morris and Dave Winfield.
The Red Sox,meanwhile,responded by getting
free agent Frank Viola after missing out on
Morris.
The additions might help Toronto more
than Boston. The Red Sox, though, might
benefit from some new, young players. They
also have a new manager in Butch Hobson,
one of five managers in the division to have
changed since the start of opening day 1991.
Predicted Order: 1)Toronto,2)Boston,3)
Baltimore,4)Detroit,5)Milwaukee,6)New
York, 7)Cleveland.

Toronto Blue Jays
How well Morris and Winfield play
probably will determine whether Toronto will
get another chance to bring the first World
Series to Canada.
Morris,36, who beat Toronto twice in last
October's playoffs, capped an 18-12 season
for Minnesota by becoming the World Series
MVP.The Blue Jays want him to fill the role
previously held by Dave Stieb,still struggling
to recover from a herniated disc that sidelined
him last June, and offset the loss of Candiotti
to free agency.
Winfield,40,will be thefull-time designated
hitter. Toronto's DHs combined for only five
home runs and 56 RBIs last year, by far the
worst in the AL and way below the league
averages of 22 homers and 87 RBIs. The Blue
Jays hope Windfield can duplicate his 28 homers
and 86 RBIs for California.
Toronto led the league with a 3.50 ERA,
even more impressive because the Blue Jays
play in one of the best hitters' parks in the
majors. Juan Guzman (10-3, 2.99 ERA),
Jimmy Key (16-12, 3.05 ERA) and Todd
Stottlemyre (15-8) are solid as starters, and
Tom Henke(32 saves,2.32 ERA)and Duane
Ward(23saves,2.77 ERA)are strong stoppers.
David Wells(15-10)and Mike Timlin(11-6)
can do both jobs, if necessary.
The acquisitions of Carter (33 HR, 108
RBIs), Alomar .(.295, 53 stolen bases) and
White(67 extra base hits,33SB)made up for
dips by Kelly Gruber (65 RBIs) and John
Olerud, who slumped to .256. On the way are
outfielder Derek Bell(.346,93 RBIs,27SB in

The Red Sox wanted to give Roger
Clemenssome support last season,and shelled
out millions for free agents Danny Darwin
and Matt Young. For all that money. Boston
got two sore shoulders, a combined 6-13
record and a 5.17 ERA.
Give the Red Sox credit, though. They
plunged back into the market this wintet and
signed the left-handed Viola, who's always
pitched well at Fenway Park.
As usual, the Red Sox will depend on
Clemens(18-10, 2.62 ERA,241 strikeouts).
Clemens has a .687 winning percentage and
three Cy Young Awards in his eight-season
career; in all other games during that span,
Boston is only a .499 team.
If Danvin and Young can bounce back and
Joe Hesketh (12-4) and Greg Harris (11-12)
can hold up for another year, the Red Sox will
have a nice rotation. Jeff Reardon (40 saves)
joined Dennis Eckersley as the only relievers to
reach 40 saves in three seasons.
Wade Boggs(.332) will bat third this year:
he goes into the season with a .345 lifetime
average, one point ahead of Ted Williams for
the team'sall-time best. Mike Greenwell(.300,
83 RBIs) made up for another disappointing
year by Ellis Burks(.251,58 RBIs),while Jack
Clark (28 HR,87 RBIs,.249, 133 strikeouts)
did what was expected.
Mo Vaughn,24,will get a full-time shot at
first base because Carlos Quintana (.295,71
RBIs)will be out until the All-Star break after
a recent car crash. Phil Plantier (.331, II HR
in 53 games) may start ahead of Tom
Brunansky (.229, 70 RBIs)in right field.

Baltimore Orioles

Baltimore's big hope is that Ben McDonald
(6-8) will turn into the pitcher that he was
projected to be, that Mike Mussina(4-5,2.87
ERA)will pitch the way he showed he could,
that rookie Arthur Rhodes will be brilliant,
that Storm Davis (3-9 for Kansas City) will
improve and that Bob Milacki(10-9)will get
better. The one pitcher the Orioles can count
on is Gregg Olson (31 saves, 3.18 ERA).
Besides pitching, the major question in
Baltimore is what the new stadium will
eventually be called. For now, it's officially
Oriole Park at Camden Yards.That's too long
for the headline writers, so is it going to be
Oriole Park or Camden Yards'?

Detroit Tigers
The Tigers would be a great team to watch
in a college football bowl game.Cecil Fielder,
Mickey Tettleton, Rob Deer and the rest can,
as baseball players say among themselves,
put a lot of points on the board, and they also
give up a few.
Detroit was last in the AL with a .247
batting average last season,but led the majors
by scoring 817 runs, further evidence why
teams should be ranked by scoring,not batting.
Fielder(44 HR, 133 RBIs) already has hit
some monster shots in spring training and
Tettleton(31 HRs)repeated hisodd combination
ofdrawing 100 walksand striking out 100times.
Deer(25 HR)lost his starting spot because he
batted .179 and fanned 175 times.
Alan Trammell and Lou Whitaker remain
the most matched shortstop and second
baseman in the majors, possibly of all time.
They're both 34 and have each played 14
seasons. Trammell has 865 RBIs,865 extrabase hits and 2,022 career hits; Whitaker has
859 RBIs,859extra-base hits and 1,962career
hits.
Bill Gullickson (20-9) worked fast,
throwing only 3.27 pitches per batter, the
lowest rate in the league. Frank Tanana (1312)and Walt Terrell(12-14)are a year older
and Mike Henneman (21 saves) often is
overworked.
The Tigers were tied for first place in late
August before fading. Detroit did little in the
offseason, adding Dan Gladden and Mark
Carreon, and again may not be able to stay
strong the whole season.

A new stadium and a new rotation might
be enough to put Cal Ripken and Co. back in
the first division. For any improvement on
their 67-95 record, they can't afford to again
lose 35 one-run decisions,or lose Glenn Davis
for nearly the whole year.
Ripken (.323, 34 HR, 114 RBIs)finished
his second MVP season by winning something
he coveted even more,his first Gold Glove. His
accomplishments were so impressive that they
quieted, for awhile, all the talk about his
consecutive-games streak — if he maintains
his pace, he'll break Lou Gehrig's record of Milwaukee Brewers
2,130 straight games in mid-I995.
The Brewers suffered all last season from
Davis(10 HR in 49 games)is back from a losing Ted Higuera to a torn rotator cuff,and
neck problem. Sam Horn (23 HR)and Chito whether he is able to pitch well this year will
Martinez(13HR in67games),Mike Devereaux be the key to how well they do.
(19 HR)and Leo Gomez(16 HR)provide pop,
Without him,they have Bill Wegman(15but the Orioles have little other offense.
7, 2.84 ERA), Jaime Navarro (15-12) and

Chris Bosio(14-10), who is being dangled in
trade talks. Ron Robinson could help if he
comes back from elbow surgery that limited
him to one game. Milwaukee lost rubberarmed reliever Chuck Crim to free agency
and, with Dan Plesac (2-7, 4.29 ERA) a
disappointment, will count on Doug Henry
(15 saves) as its stopper.
Robin Yount (.260, 77 RBIs) and Paul
Molitor (.325, 75 RBIs) are Milwaukee's
answer to Trammell and Whitaker in Detroit.
Greg Vaughn (27 HR,98 RBIs) was a nice
surprise. This might be the year that new
manager Phil Gamer and the Brewersfind out
whether Gary Sheffield (.194 in 50 games
because of injuries) is for real.

New York Yankees
Just when the Yankees look like they
might make some strides toward improving
their 71-91 recoil, something goes wrong.
After signing free agents Danny Tartabull and
Mike Gallego and trading for pitcher Melido
Perez,they lost Melido's brother,Pascual,for
a year after he failed a cocaine test. Not exactly the way new manager Buck
Showalter wanted to start his tenure.Plus,it's
uncertain whether Don Mattingly (.288, 9
HR)will regain his strength or whether Kevin
Maas (.220, 23 HR) will get any more
confidence. With Steve Sax traded,the infield
is not too productive.
Tartabull (.316, 31 HR, 100 RBIs) is the
big hopper and Matt Nokes (24 HR) and
Roberto Kelly(20 HR,32 SB)must account
for most of the offense. Good things are
expected from Bernie Williams, Hensley
Meulens and Pat Kelly.
Scott Sanderson(16-10)isthe only reliable
starter. The young duo of Jeff Johnson and
Scott Kamieniecki began fast, then fell off.
Steve Farr(23 saves) was a pleasant surprise.
So was Steve Howe(1.68 ERA).

Cleveland Indians
The Indians led the majors with 105 losses
and there is no way that they're going to
become the latest team to go from worst-tofirst.
Greg Swindell and Tom Candiotti,
Cleveland's only two good pitchers at the
start of last season, are gone. They now have
Jack Armstrong, Scott Scudder and Denis
Boucher,and it's unlikely any ofthem will be
a big winner this year.
Albert Belle(28 HR,95 RBIs)is the best
of the hitters and Carlos Baerga (.288, 69
RBIs) is emerging as a fine, young second
baseman. Sandy Alomar (.227) was hurt for
most of the year.

Check out these great deals!
•10% off accessories with the purchase of a new bike

New Expanded
Hours:

*Tune ups
*Save big on 91's
*Save on great mud tires:
-Smokes $17.99
-Hound Dawgs $15.99

Mon. 9-4
Tues. - Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9-5
Sat. 9-4
Sun. 12-4

Prices good now until April 5

36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
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where a player is likely to be selected.
other leagues."
"It's a crap-shoot out there," Ferentz
After a career in which he ran for a
said. "Sometimes the teams that seem to Black Bear record 4,025 yards
and 10
express the most interest in you don't give UMaine records, Smith has accumulated
you a second look in the draft, and then many fond memories of UMaine.
He lists
sometimes a team that you never spoke to his entire sophomore year,in which he rushed
will pick you higher than you ever expected for 1,680 yards on a 9-3 squad, and his first
to go. It's really tough to tell until draft day collegiate game as his two biggest highlights
what the scouts really think of a player."
as a Black Bear.
Still, Ferentz said he thinks Smith will
But Smith said the overall college
get his shot at a pro career.
experience was probably his greatest
"Even if he isn't selected in the draft, he memory of all.
should be in some team's training camp
"I've often wondered in the back of my
this summer.I'm sure he impressed enough mind what it would be like if I had gone to
people with his performance in the Blue- a bigger school with more exposure," he
Grey game and at the combines to get a said.
chance someplace," he said.
"Could I have been a better playet? But
If Smith doesn't make the NFL,he said honestly, I wouldn't trade my time here for
the Canadian Football League is another anything. I've made some great friendships,
option.
met some nice people,and earned my degree
"But I want to try the NFL first," Smith (he graduates in May with a B.S.in Business
said. "It's always been my dream to play Administration). I couldn't ask for anything
pro football since was a kid rooting for the more."
Dallas Cowboys and Tony Dorsett. But if
Then he chuckled."Except for a shot at
the NFL doesn't work out, sure, I'll try the the NFL."

Questions abound for Ferentz
By Chad Finn
Sports Writer
With spring practice just a little over a
week away,things are beginning to take shape
for Coach Kirk Ferentz and his 1992-93
version of Black Bear football.
After a disappointing 3-8 season in which
his squad struggled at almost every position,
there are a lot of questions heading into the
opening workout on April 8. They include:
Running Back,— With the graduation of
Black Bear all-time leading rusher Carl Smith
and workhorse Paul Capriotti, there are two
major holes in the Black Bear backfield.
"Tailback is a major priority," Ferentz
said. Senior Ben Sirmans,who redshirted last
season after gaining 908 yards in the previous
three seasons, is expected to be the featured
back,while fullback Gordon Willey may also
see the ball more frequently than in the past.
Quarterback— "Emilio Colon finished
the season as the starter, so he is first on the

Hypnotist- For9etostrology—geta dear,solid head When the moon hits your eye, like a big pizza
A strong mind is a better mind Deep relaxcrhon pie—that's amore, and that's what I'm looking
techniques. Forget drugs! Student rates. tr10014 for, baby. Like Italians? I wantto be your big ragu.
SWM seeks S\NT 18-22 engineering student with I'm looking for someone cool to hang with. Come
great earning potential
c.s someone to have on, take a chcince tr10031
conderight dinners and walks on the beach. Not Photographer looking for attractive models, no
interested in one night stands or weekend flings. experience necessary. Senior portraits, portfolio
,
1 10021
work, etc Compensated for your time with free
1 10020
SWM 23,6 h. tall, 230 lbs , full of fun, looking for a photos.,
SWF or DWF who is drug-free, who likes dancing, 3 SWF's each seeking male who knows the true
movies, hiking, dining out, and intimate limes. Must meaning of a French kiss, and has the ability to
be 1 8-25ar hcrve a greatsaiseofhumor.Looks not show us a good time. If you like getting wet,getting
important it10023
hot and getting drunk, give us a call. U10038
(2) SWM's, 21 & 21 looking for female that will SWM 21, athletic, adventurous and attractive,
accept any challenge and be open to a unique seeks similar SWF for weekend get-aways,
relationship. Must be flexible to our needsand a fun- romantic evenings and quality time. Spontaneity
bving partner if you love Cancun,skinny-dipping crt and a love for"the finer things" essential. tr 10024
midnight and Margarita's for breakfast, give us a
SWM 20, if you like piña coladas, getting
ring. tr10027
caught in the rain, if you're not into yoga and
Looking for a hardheaded wcxnan—cfig? Life is you have half a brain, if you like love at midnight
fleeting—dig? Interested in or. •• •ig2 I'm in the cool summer rain then I'm the man you're
not Are you fun-loving and un'•••••• Let's talk looking for. Come with me and escape. tr10034
about the weather and stuff. trl 0032
(2)SWF's If you like piña coladas and you're
SWM 19, eccentric, oaring, and sensitive, seeks going to Cancun, if you like the feel of the ocean
SWFWCB(w/cute bum).IntoSkirTrek NG,rumor ke, and making love under the moon, we're not into
and U2. tr10033
UMaine, we are into champagne with love that
looked for, we'll see you there and escape.
you've
SWM who is into StarTmk, aoss-country skiing &
,
1
10035
movies is looking for SWF with similar interests. Must
besornewhatcatractive,no big egos,please.13.10010 SM 23,international student looking for a female
Anthology - seeks select, creative 18-25 who likes to dress sexy, likes dancing,
University Poet7,
original poetry hu,students, faculty, for its Spring movies, TV and intimate times. Must be openminded and no big egos, please. tr10043
'92 publication,Theme - Pathways to the Tree of Ufe.
University Posteup Productions. ,
1 10008
SWM 20, name is Larry, likes micromachines,
Queensryche and weightlifting, is looking for a
Professional Conselor especially for students and
short, dark haired girl. 1,10042
faculty. Group, inddual, all areas including selfactualization, interactive, humanistic, astrological. SWM 23,Romantic with a good sense of humor.
Asti uynarns also individually prepared. Ir10009 Seeks SWF 19, who is intelligent, shy and funloving. Blue eyes and a terrific smile a plus.
SF 19 with good personality ond cute face and likes tr100.44
Ren &Sti • ,long walks on the beach and cuddling
up toa •••• movie,seeksSM 20-ish. Dead Milkmen
fan a • . e10039

1-900-988-5035

depth chart heading into practice," Ferentz
said. Those behind Colon include Rutgers
transfer Jason Que,sophomore Joe Marsilio
and redshirt rookie Gary Greaves,who Ferentz
deemed "impressive."
Linebacker— If junior Mark Dube, the
Black Bears' third-leading tackler last season
with 71, signs as expected with the Toronto
Argonautsofthe Canadian Football League,it
leaves a huge hole in UMaine's defense.
Leading tacklers Jemal Murph and Lorenzo
Harris return for their junior seasons at the
outside linebacker slots and should be able to
make up for 1)ube's absence.
Ferentz feels this season's squad will be
more senior-dominated than his first two
UMaine teams.
"We have a bigger senior class than I have
ever had here, so we should be stronger,"
Ferentz said. "But we also have some talented
underclassmen, and our recruiting class was
pretty good.I think ourfans willsee an improved
team this year, and I'm anxious to get going."

Responsiblernarriedoouple seekstohouseoropa
t
sitforthe 1992-1993ocodemicyear
or.!Unita,
longer.
available. 1210019
Writing,editing,typing service. Professional writer with
research, evaluation and analytical skills, making you
look good Prompt and responsible. Also resumes
professionally written and strategically prepared with
target letters. tr10012
SM 24 fun loving, careful minded, often too nice dude
looking to go wild with right enough natural girt Make
no promises, I want to press your buttons. Let's play
scrabble. tr10018
SF 20 sSm, attractive with good curves, emotionally
stable non-smoker with shiny personality, energetic,
financially independent and into heavy metal, looking
for partner who is quiet, but socially active and flexible.
tr10025
Professional Tarot Readings. Find out about the future!
Love, sex & career readings_ Spell casting also done.
Student rutes. tr10028
SM 21,boking for the gid that's just rightfor me.I'm into
drinking beer, partying w/friends & trying to stay out of
trouble. Interested? it10029
SWF 19,intelligent, shy &fun-loving. Seeks short, cute
& romantic guy with a good sense of humor No
mamma's-boys, please. ,
1 10030
ProfessionalcounselorespeciaIly for studentsand fuLulty.
Group/individual,all areas including self-actualization,
interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astrograms
individually prepared. ü10009
Share a lovely borne in Orono,perfect bra nice student,
everything included,reasonable,severoloptionsavaikible
now.,
1 10007
DWM mod scientist back in college seeks assistant/ coconspirotor. Wicked nice bunnies! 1110022
SWM 20, 62", 230Ibs, above average build seeks
SWF,5'6", 115-125Ibs. with good personality and cute
foce,that likes Ren and Stimpy,long walks on the beach
and cuddling up too good movie. I especially like dark
hair. Dead Milkmen fan a plus. Are you the one for me?
tr10037

(Call costs $1.69/minute)
Responding to a Person 2 Person ad

Placing your free Person 2 Person ad
You can place your ad by calling 58 I -1773 or by stopping by OUI offices inlaid Hal Al!Person 2 Person ads are free and kept confidential.
youityca phone is sett° pulse instead of tone, you'll need to set rt to tone after accessing the system. You may then leave a response, When you plare your ad you'll be given a voice mailbox unumber and a toll free number to call to receive your messages After you
receive your box number you'll need to record a greehng for people leaving messages for you
enter mother women,shrews e0oiler=SOW(CA cost $1.69/rrer0
Just call 1-900.988-5035 from any touch-tone phone wheie you receive a bit and enter the 5-digit Irnumber of the ad that interests

Rules & Deadlines
Maine Campus Person 2 Person ads are for people seeking a means of screening ark while retaining anonymity.

i

Person 2 Person ads are ideal for singles seeking relationships, apartment/house dwellers seeking roommates, vi employers seeking applicants for a job,
among other things. No full names, street addresses of phone numbers wit be included in ads. The Maine(amps will refuse ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services Ms containing explicit sexual or anatomfral language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or refuse any ad. All Person? Person ads must be plixed by 5:00 pm 2 working days prior to the date of pubkation and will remain in effect for ?.weeks Ads are limited to 140 characters

ti •
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•Tyson Trial

Tyson takes a
six count

Brian Downey and the Black
Bears will play Michigan State
in the quarter-final
round of the NCAA Hockey
Championship Saturday nigh
t.(Boyd photo)
all just anxious to play."
Shots from the Point
The Spartans are making their
10th
• Pellerin is one Black Bear who
enjoys
appearance in 11 years in the
NCAA
playing in the 14,500seat arena in
Providence.
Championships after not qualifying
last He scored four goals there
in a game versus
season with a 17-18-2 record.
Providence College back on Jan. 25.

Maine
help wanted
COUNSELORS FOR BOYS SPO
RTS
CAMP-Summer positions avail
able at
competitive boys sports camp in
Maine.
Must have skills & ability to instruct,
coach,
or assist in one or more of the follo
wing:
Baseball, Tennis, Basketball, Socce
r, Hockey, Lacrosse, Archery, Riflery, Arts Ex
Crafts,
Martial Arts, All Waterfront activities
including; Swimming (WSI), Sailing,
Waterskiing, Windsurfing, SCUBA, Cano
eing.
Located on beautiful lake in Central
Maine.
Excellent Facilities, Top Salaries,
Room/
Board/Laundry,and Travel Allowanc
e. Call
or write: CAMP COBBOSSEE 5 Silve
rrnine
Dr., So. Salem, NY 10590. (914
) 5336104.
SUMMER JOBS WITH UPWARD
BOUND
& UPWARD BOUND REGIONAL
MATHSCIENCE CENTER Work with high scho
ol
students on the UMaine campus. We
need
English, History, Science, Math,Comp
uter
Science teachers, a Nurse, Residentia
l Life
Counselors and others. Summer
workstudy especially helpful. Excellent
professional-experience. Room and boar
d available for some positions. Details/applica
tion: Upward Bound & UB Regional
MathScience Center; 316 Chadbourne
Hall;
UMaine; 581-2522.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fi
sheries. Earn 15,000+/month. Free trans
portation! Room & Board! Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary. Male
or
Female. For employment program
call 1206-545-4155 ext. 1607

•
stufffor sale
Stereo Subwoofersl-Tubular desi
gn.
Tuned to 23Hz. Tough, BIG, and
accurate
bass. $200/130. Must hear'em.8275210.
Rollerblades Size 7/8 worn only 20
min.
581-8796 135 leave message.
MINOLTA 35mm camera. With
35-70
and 80-200 zoom lenses, flash,
small tripod. $275 0130. Call Amy at 5818064.
Snowboard K2 HC1 72 1992 mode
l Emery plate bindings 172 CM 1275 or
$225
w/o bind. 581-8052 Tom.
2 Freestanding Lofts $100 or B.O.
Call
581-7311 if interested.

birthdays
To: S.C. Happy Birthday tomo
rrow!Stephani
Bored? Want something to do?
Go visit
Renee Albert in 223 Andro and wish
her a
Happy B-day(3/28)

personals
Congratulations Carolyn Mayer
for being accepted to YALE Grad School!!!
(The
sandwich board continues...)
Sisters of Phi Mu: Thanks for anot
her
great year, you're the best. Let's keep
up
the motivation! Love Shanie

services
cars for sale

•

1982 Datsun-310 5 speed, sun roof,
In
excellent condition, Recent work done
S750/B0 Must sell 866-1292.
Ford Escort 1986 2DR,sunroof, PWR
mirror, steering, automatic, miles 31K.
Excellent, clean, asking for $3800 or BO Phon
e
945-5979

Gorgeous: Professional male and fema
le
exotic dancers and singing telegrams.
Call
947-4406. Discounts.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience
, replace zippers, hemming,etc, Will pick
up
+ deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANC
Y!
Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.

Injury Update
• Right winger Steve Widmeyer will not
play Saturday night, he is suffering from a
herniated disk. He will be replaced by either
Eric Fenton or Steve Tepper....Centers Mike
Barkley and Randy Olson have nagging By Doug Richardson
Associated Press Writer
injuries but should play. ,
Black Bear Hockey StaLs
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- Mike
Name
Tyson
GP G
A Pts +1sentenced today to six years in
was
Montgomery
prison for
36 20 43 63 +28
raping a teen-age beauty queen and sent
Pellerin
36 32 25 57+36
directly
Roy
tojail by ajudge who said she feared the
34 32 24 56 +22
former
Downey
36 19 32 51 +22
heavyweight champ would rape again
.
Ingraham
36 15 30 45+27
"Something needs to be done
Tardif
about the
30 18 18 36 +18
attit
ude you displayed here," said
Robitaille
30
5 22 27+17
Superior
Court Judge Patricia Gifford.In his state
Salfi
32 12 10 22 +8
ment,
Imes
30
Tyson had said "I didn't hurt anyb
3 19 22+37
ody"
but
Martin
29
4 14
also said he was sorry.
Weinrich
35
1
15 1
6 +14
18
7
Gifford denied his petition for
Fenton
bail,
21
7
8 15+17
meaning he goes straight to prison
Olson
16 10
pending
4 14 +9
Silverman
the appeal his lawyers have promised
29
2
9 1 1 +29
to
Conlan
22
pursue. Defense lawyer Alan
8
I
9 +7
3
Dershowitz
Saunders
13
1
8
immediately appealed that bail denial.
LaCouture
28
5
4
9 +3
Thejudge sentenced Tyson to 10 years
Link
on
33
3
6
9+12
each
count, then suspended four of the
Murphy
35
0
6
6+26
10
Barkley
years and said the six-year sentences
14
1
4
5 +6
would
Burcar
12
1
run concurrently. He was also fined $10,0
3
4 +7
()0
Widmeyer
23
1
2
3 +1
on each count for a total of $30,000,
Tepper
the
16
0
3
3 -2
_
maximum fine.
Mintz
3
I
1
2 +2
If his behavior in prison is good, he
Mercier
14
0
1
1
could
-1
Totals
be released in as little as three years-hal
36 201 279 480 +94
fthe
Goaltending
sentence.
Name
Gp W-L-T Gaa SPct
Gifford ordered Tyson to serve four years
Snow
'
30 25-3-2 2.42 .879
proba
tion after serving the time and to get
Dunham
6 6-0-0 2.20 .889
psychotherapy during that period.
Howland
6 00-0 3.18 .875

of

top by the basement Lord Hall
s
!Or your classifietl ad.
apartments
ORONO.WASHBURN PLACE. $660
/mo.
Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ base
ment.
AVAILABLE NOW.W/D Hookup.Incl.
Heat,
water,sewer. No Pets. Sec. Dep. 1 yr.
lease.
Close to campus. Call 945-6955 or
9455260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD. S550/mo.
Luxury
2 BR Townhome. 1 1/2 baths.
Washer/
dryer. Storage. Heat, water, sewe
r Incl.
Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr. lease. Call
9456955 or 945-5260
Available Immediately or for
Fall('92)
Spring('93). A quiet place to stud
y within
walking distance to UMaine. 8667888 or
866-2816.
Orono-Reserve 1&2 bedroom
heated
apts located within walking
distance to
University. Tel 866-2816.
Founders Place - Orono, 2
roommates
needed to share 3 BR Apt. 1109
/mth. +
util. Call Nick at 866-7409.
Must Summer Sublease Apt 2Bdr
m just 3
min walk to campus $400/mo
+ elec 56
Park St Please Call Deb 866-4811
Available now or for fall seme
ster Park
Place apartments 2BR, 2 bath
units now
under new management. Make
an appointment to see the difference
.990-5817
or 862-2061 after 5.
Orono Apts showing + leasi
ng apts for
next Fall. Eff to 4 bed. Apts from
1200/mo
Heat + hot water incl. Call 8277231.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts
NEW 2
bdrm 1 1/2 bath, on site
lndry. Heat,
water, sewer. 9 miles from
UM. Bradley
Sec. Dep 1 yr Ise. 1575/mo
866-7789.

travel
Heading for EUROPE this
summer? let
there anytimefor only 1169
with AIRHITCH!
(Reported in Let's GO! El NY
Times.) Also,
low roundtripfares to West coast
. AIRHITCH
212-864-2000

lost Sr found
LOST: A pair of lined leather glove
s at
Fogler Library on 2/23. Reward if retur
ned.
Call Laura at x6841.
LOST: Leather indoor basketball. Lost Fri
afternoon, 3/20 in Fieldhouse. Says BEN
on it. If found please call Ben at 5818185
or Dave at 866-4713.
LOST: Blue framed eyeglasses arou
nd Carnegie Hall. Call 866-7297.
LOST: A black Citizen's Men's watc
h $20
reward. Call Ed at 581-7926.
LOST: A gold ring with a light pale
blue
stone in Fieldhouse or women's locke
r
room on 3/16. Call Monica at 866-0254

office space
Individual furnished offices avail
able at
Maine Tech Business Center. Rent inclu
des
air conditioning, personalized tele
phone
answering, reception services and confe
rence room. Secretarial support phot
ocopier, fax machine, computer and laser
printer also available. Offices start
at
$325.00 a month. Call loan Craig, 8663793 or Brian Harp, ERA Dawson-Bra
dford, 947-6788.

fundraising
Looking for your very own cash cow?
Sell
T-shirts: Its easy, fun, and profitable Call
!
942-0236.
. misc.
Need money for college 207-646-7008
.
Adoption New England couple long
to
become a loving family through adoption.
Plenty of room in our hearts and home
to
give a baby. Please call collect anyt
ime.
Elaine and Tom 802-235-2312
.

